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Abstract 

Our goal was to identify the causes in the lost popularity of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

traditional production process in Haad Siew subdistrict, Sukhothai province and to 

determine the most effective promotional methods that would contribute on increasing 

the appreciation of the general public towards traditionally handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok. We found that the traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok is on the 

verge of being lost due to the emergence of industrialization, which leads to an extensive 

price competition within the market and therefore, resulting in the loss of incentives for 

new generations to pursue such tradition. The project then aimed to raise the Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok textile products to the upper market by capturing the population’s attention 

through stimulation the 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok production in order to help 

sustainably preserve the tradition as well as the local economy system. Using interviews, 

survey questionnaires, archival research, and direct observations we identified that much 

of the general population are unaware of the 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

production process which led to the decrease of its value and demand. We designed 

postcards and bookmarks as well as suggested recommendations for our sponsor, the 

Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art, Haad Siew weaving center, and the relevant 

authorities. These recommendations can be expanded upon to help in the preservation of 

the traditional handcrafted process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 
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Abstract (บทคดัย่อ) 

การศกึษาวจิยัเร ือ่ง การอนุรกัษส์บืสานวฒันธรรม ผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ผา้ไทยพืน้บา้นดัง้เดมิของ 
ชาวบา้นต าบลหาดเสีย้ว อ าเภอศรสีชันาลยั จงัหวดัสโุขทยั มวีตัถปุระสงค ์๑) เพือ่ท าความเขา้ใจตอ่
มุมมองของบุคคลทัว่ไปทีม่ตี่อผลติภณัฑส์ิง่ทอทีท่ าดว้ยมอื ๑๐๐%  ๒) เพือ่หากลยทุธจ์งูใจผูบ้รโิภค
ทัว่ไปใหห้นัมาซือ้ผา้ซ ิน่ตนีจกทีท่ ามอื ๑๐๐%  ๓) เพือ่วเิคราะหปั์ญหาและอปุสรรคของกระบวนการ
ผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกดว้ยวธิกีารดัง้เดมิ ในต าบลหาดเสีย้ว จงัหวดัสโุขทยั  ๔) เพือ่เสนอวธิพีฒันา
กระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ซึง่ขอ้มูลไดถู้กรวบรวมจากกลุม่ผูท้อผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้ว ผูเ้ช ีย่ว 
ชาญเร ือ่งผา้ไทย และผูบ้รโิภคทัว่ไป โดยใชว้ธิกีารสมัภาษณ ์ การท าแบบส ารวจความตอ้งการ
ผูบ้รโิภค การสงัเกตแบบมสีว่นรว่ม  และน ามาวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลเชงิปรมิาณและการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลเชงิ
คณุภาพ 

ผลการศกึษาพบวา่ การทีผู่ท้อผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้วดว้ยกระบวนการดัง้เดมิมจี านวนลดนอ้ย 
ลง สบืเน่ืองมาจากผา้ซิน่ตนีจกมรีาคาต ่า ซ ึง่มอีทิธพิลมาจาก ๒ ปัจจยัหลกั คอื ผูท้อสว่นใหญไ่ม่ให ้
ความส าคญักบัฝีมอืแรงงานของตนเอง และ การเกดิขึน้ของอตุสาหกรรมสิง่ทอทีม่เีทคโนโลยทีนัสมยั
ในการผลติผา้ทอดว้ยเสน้ใยสงัเคราะห ์ ซ ึง่สามารถผลติไดเ้รว็และขายใหแ้กผู่บ้รโิภคในราคาทีต่ ่าลง  
ดว้ยเหตนีุเ้องคนรุน่ใหม่จงึไม่นิยมทีจ่ะทอผา้ซิน่ตนีจกแต่หนัไปสนใจกบัอาชพีอืน่แทน ทางคณะผูว้จิยั
จงึประสงคท์ีจ่ะเพิม่ราคาของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกใหส้งูขึน้เพือ่เนน้จบัตลาดบน คอื ผา้ซ ิน่ตนีจกท ามอื ๑๐๐ % 
นอกจากนี ้ทางคณะผูว้จิยัไดส้บืคน้เคร ือ่งมอืทีช่ว่ยในกระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกดว้ยวธิกีารดัง้เดมิ 

อกีทัง้ยงัไดเ้สนอแนะวธิกีระตุน้ใหค้นทัว่ไปเห็นถงึคณุคา่ ของผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ทีจ่ะน าไปสูก่ารพฒันา และ
ฟ้ืนฟูเศรษฐกจิ สงัคม และศลิปวฒันธรรมของชมุชน ใหช้าวบา้นไดม้วีถิชีวีติความเป็นอยูท่ีด่ขีึน้ 

ในการศกึษาคร ัง้นี ้ มขีอ้เสนอแนะทีเ่ป็นประโยชน ์ คอื การจดัใหม้กีารรว่มมอืกนัระหวา่ง
วทิยาลยันาฏศลิป์สโุขทยั และ วทิยาลยัเทคนิคสโุขทยั ในการท าโครงการเพือ่พฒันาเคร ือ่งมอื
ทางเลอืกทีใ่ชทุ้น่แรงในกระบวนการผลติของผา้ซิน่ตนีจก และท าการจดัสรรพืน้ทีใ่นบรเิวณวทิยาลยั
นาฏศลิป์สโุขทยัเพือ่ใชใ้นการจ าหน่ายผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงและอาหารพืน้เมอืงตา่งๆ ในวนัหยดุสดุสปัดาห ์
หรอืในวนัหยดุนักขตัฤกษ ์ ในขณะ เดยีวกนั คณะผูว้จิยัก็มขีอ้เสนอแนะแกศู่นยห์ตัถกรรมพืน้บา้น
โบราณหาดเสีย้ว โดยการเปิดศูนยก์ารเรยีนรูผ้า้ซ ิน่ตนีจกเพิม่เตมิ ภายในตวัเมอืงสโุขทยั และใหม้ี
การน าอปุกรณ/์เคร ือ่งมอืทุน่แรงมาปรบัใชเ้พือ่อ านวยความสะดวกในกระบวนการผลติ เชน่ เคร ือ่งเม
เดลรจีกัรา อยา่งไรก็ตาม ทางเรายงัมขีอ้เสนอแนะส าหรบัหน่วยงานทีเ่กีย่วขอ้ง คอื การสรา้ง
เคร ือ่งหมายรบัรองคณุภาพผลติภณัฑส์ าหรบัผา้ฝ้ายไทย  การสนับสนุนใหช้าวบา้นปลกูตน้ฝ้าย ซึง่
เป็นวตัถดุบิหลกัในการทอผา้  และการจดัท าสือ่ประชาสมัพนัธ ์ เชน่โปสการด์ และ ทีค่ ัน่หนังสอื เพือ่
เผยแพรข่อ้มูลความรูภ้มูปัิญญาแกบุ่คคลทัว่ไป 
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Glossary of Thai terms 

Thai terms are based on Conway Susan. (1992).Glossary. Thai Textiles. Published 

and distributed by Asia book, Thailand. 

 

Aew Fai One of the cotton making process for separating the cotton 

seeds out of cotton fiber 

 

Baan Village 

 

Cherng Sin The hem piece 

 

Dork Flower 

 

Dork mhee Mhee Flower 

 

Dteen Jok Hem border of a woman’s Paa Sin woven with 

adiscontinuous supplementary weft 

 

Fai Cotton 

 

Fun pla Cross sectional shapes 

 

Gong A kind of equipment for flipping collected cotton 

 

Hangkarok Tail of a squirrel  

 

How Naam Khao Fai  An action of taking the dyed yarns to rinse with rice water 

in order to make them tougher and stronger 

 

Hua Sin A top section or a waist band of Paa Sin 

 

Isan Northeast of Thailand 

 

Jok To pick or lift out. It describes a discontinuous 

supplementary-weft technique picked with the aid of a 

porcupine quill or using the fingers 

 

Keb Collect, keep 
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Khen Fai One of the cotton making process for spinning cotton 

 

Khor Hook 

 

Klang Middle 

 

Kluer Tai, Vine 

 
Kluer Khor Vine hook 

 
Kon Hoo One of the weaving process for warping yarns together 

 

Koh Attach to 

 

Kuak Fai One of the weaving process for spinning cotton yarn 

 

Lom Fai One of the cotton making process for rolling cotton 

 

Luang A weaving motion used in the tapestry weave 

 

Noi Small, little 

 

Mai A silk 

 

Mon Blessing 

 

Naam Water 

 

Naam Ang Water from well 

 

Naam Khao Fai Rice water 

 

Ngoe Name of a minor pattern 

 

Nok Bird 

 

Nok Koum Little bird 

 

Nok Khab Pecking bird 

 

Nok Moo Herd of bird 
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Nuay Unit 

 

Paa  Cloth 

 

Paa Puen  Plain woven textile 

 

Paa Sin  A woman’s woven tubular skirt with one or two side seams 

 

Paad Eight 

 

Pea Fai One of the cotton making process for collecting Yarn 

 

Pla Fish 

 

Sabai Shoulder cloths 

 

Sibhok Sixteen 

 

Sibsong Twelve 

 

Sii Four 

 

Sin Central panel of a woman’s Paa Sin skirt  

 

Skit Nudge or scratch off 

 

Song Two 

 

Soy Necklace 

 

Soy Mhak Mhak Necklace, name of a minor patterns 

 

Soy Sa Sa Necklace 

 

Sueb Hook One of weaving process for connecting cotton yarns to the 

frame 

 

Tad Division of the patterns 

 

Tai  An ethnic group, made up of several sub-group, inhabit 

from Assam through Burma, Thailand, Laos and Vietnam 

and parts of southern China  
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Tai Phuan Tai Lao group from Xieng Khouang province, Laos  

 

Tai Yuan  Tai ethnic group living in Lanna 

 

Thong Pattern depicting two birds facing each other 

 

Toon Fai One of the cotton making process for drying the collected 

cotton 

 

Tua Sin The middle section of Paa Sin 

 

Yai Large, big 

 

Ying Fai One of the cotton making process for willowing the 

collected cotton 

 

Yok A weaving technique used to refer to various types of twill 

weave. The design is usually related add environment and 

religious beliefs 
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Executive Summary 

Sukhothai province, known for its rich history, tradition, and culture, is located in 

the northern region of Thailand. Haad Siew subdistrict, a subdistrict in Si Satchanalai 

district, Sukhothai province, is also recognized for their descended heritage traditions. 

Majority of the residences in Haad Siew subdistrict are of Tai Phuan ethnicity, which had 

originally migrated from the Phuan state of Lao since the reign of King Rama III. Among 

the many cultures the Tai Phuan have introduced, Paa Sin Dteen Jok is one of the 

cultural identities that define them. Paa Sin Dteen Jok is a type of traditional Thai textiles 

composed of three main components, the top section (Hua Sin) which is normally 12 

inches wide, consisting of white, red or brown color and middle section (Tua Sin) of the 

tube skirt, usually compose of plain patterns, which is attached to the bottom section 

(Dteen Sin). Dramatic and attractive patterns are located at the Dteen Sin section. A 

unique ‘Jok’ weaving technique, which involves the weaver picking out the yarns with a 

porcupine quill stick, is conducted to create the patterns at the Dteen Sin section. 
 

The local’s culture and local economy are affected by the current issues of Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok. Recent technological advancements and industrializations have offered 

convenience to the local artisans by dramatically decreasing the time of the production 

process. Therefore, majority of the active artisans had substituted the traditional 

production process with more industrialized means. Profit is not worthwhile for the 

artisans to invest their efforts in as this is due to the relatively low price of Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok. The low pricing of the product is mainly caused by inconsideration of the pricing 

approach; the artisans are only evaluating the raw material costs as they devalued the 

other costs consideration such as their own time spent, skills and expertise. Accordingly, 

with the low price, the incentive of the new generations to pursue the cultural wisdom in 

fabricating Paa Sin Dteen Jok is lessened. As the majority of the consumers contributing 

in the demand of the product lacks appreciation towards handcrafted goods by gearing 

toward cheaper industrial products instead not only that in the long run will the traditional 

cultures be abandoned, but a collapse of the local economy system may soon follow. Our 

team initiated research on the path to tackle this problem, and had received tremendous 

support from the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art which resulted in the creation of the 

project. 

 

Methodology 

         

The ultimate goal of this project was to induce the production of 100% 

handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, which could capture the attention of the upper market 

that has higher purchasing power. In order to stimulate the production of 100% 

handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, it was our intention to identify the causes in the lost 
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popularity of Paa Sin Dteen Jok traditional production process in Haad Siew subdistrict, 

Sukhothai province and to determine promotional methods that would contribute on 

increasing the appreciation of the general public towards traditionally handcrafted Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok. To achieve the goal of our project, we developed the following objectives: 
 

1. To understand public perception and appreciation of 100% handcrafted textiles 

2. To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to increase public appreciation 

of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

3. To identify problems and limitations of the traditional handcrafted production 

process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

4. To determine ways to preserve the unique handcrafted procedures of indigenous 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok within the Haad Siew community for the next generations 

         

        The goal of the team was achieved through four main approaches. The first 

approach was achieved through the identification of the perception and appreciation of 

the public toward 100% handcrafted textile products, the second approach was through 

finding effective media in order to incorporate essential messages to persuade the public 

to appreciate 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. The next approach involved 

identification of the limitations in the traditional handcrafted production process of Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok, in which allowed the team to gain extensive understanding in order to 

conduct further actions. The last approach was to research and recommend potential 

development for the traditional production process as to provide alternatives for the local 

artisans. In order to evaluate these approaches, several research methodologies were 

utilized, which included surveys, interviews, archival researches, site assessments and 

observations. 
 

Results and Analysis 

 

Objective 1: To understand public perception and appreciation of 100% 

handcrafted textiles 

 

Research question 1: Is traditional Thai textile popular among the public? Does 

demographic factor have influence on the demand towards Thai textiles? 

        It was found that 66% of the 582 recipients have purchased traditional Thai textile 

before, this suggests that there is a market for the traditional Thai textiles. There are only 

two factors that have influences on the demand of Thai textiles, which are age and salary. 

Results illustrate that the elder recipients, age of 35 and higher, have more tendency to 

purchase traditional Thai textiles comparing to the younger group of recipients. The 

results also show that recipients with higher salary, of more than 20,000 Baht, is more 

probable to purchase traditional Thai textiles. 
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Research question 2: Is the public conscious of Thai textiles? 

        Based on the data, 47% of the sample are unaware of the traditional production 

process of Thai textiles and 58% are unable to distinguish the differences between hand-

spun and mill-spun cotton yarns. The data indicate that the public lacks conscious in Thai 

textiles as half of the recipients does not realize the complexity of the production process 

and cannot distinguish the difference between hand-spun and the mill-spun yarns.  

 

Research question 3: Does the public perceive the value of 100% handcrafted textiles? 

        It was concluded that majority of the sample population realize the value of 100% 

handcrafted textiles as 87% of the recipients do prefer the hand-spun cotton production 

processes over the mill-spun. In addition, 86% of the recipients are also willing to pay 

greater prices for the 100% handcrafted textiles. 

 

Research question 4: Does customer awareness of the traditional handcrafted production 

process affect their purchase decision of the handcrafted textiles? 

        It was identified that the recipients with higher awareness for the Thai textiles 

production process is more likely to purchase 100% handcrafted textiles than those with 

less awareness by 8%.  
 

As it was found that the market share of Paa Sin Dteen Jok from Haad Siew 

subdistrict can still be expanded and awareness of the population on the production 

process can positively affect the preference towards 100% traditionally handcrafted 

textiles. This signifies that if larger portion of the population gained awareness of the 

traditional production process, then it is likely that interests towards such product can be 

stimulated. 

This conclusion allowed the team to proceed to the subsequent objective which 

was to find the most suitable medias used to induce public awareness of 100% 

handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

 

Objective 2: To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to increase public 

appreciation of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

 

Research question 5: Does the public have interest on printing media: brochure, 

postcard, and bookmark? Does the length of the passage on printing media affect the 

public’s interest? 

        It was determined that 13% of the 30 survey participants are interested in 

brochure and 67% are interested in printing media such as postcard and bookmark. This 

indicates that the majority of the public has higher interest towards postcard and 

bookmark. The results also suggest that there is a strong correlation between the 

descriptive passage length of the printing media and their ability to grab attention of 

target audience. 
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Objective 3: To identify problems and limitations of the traditional handcrafted 

production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

 

It was discovered that the cotton yarn preparation step, cotton spinning (Khen 

Fai) is the most problematic procedure within the whole production process of the Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok. Thus, contributes to the abandonment of the other traditional processes 

required for the cotton yarns preparation. Essentially, this process is then considered as 

the limiting factor to the production of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. Apart from 

the complication in performing the process, artisans have also have health concerns in 

relation to this cotton spinning procedure. As the cotton spinning device was designed to 

be placed on the floor, artisans then have to sit in an uncomfortable position which 

involves sitting on the floor without any back support, holding the device with one foot, 

reaching one hand out to turn the wheel and the other to pull the yarn.  
 

Hence, researches were then made to explore potential alternatives to the existing 

cotton spinning device in order to eliminate the health concerns.   
 

Objective 4: To determine ways to develop the Paa Sin Dteen Jok 100% handcrafted 

production process 

 

Based on archival research and interviews, it was found that there is a cotton 

spinning facilitating device called ‘Medleri Charka’, redeveloped by Chiang Mai 

University, presently available for sale. The device was regarded to be more effective 

than the original wooden cotton spinning device as it has already been sold to weaving 

villages in Laos and Myanmar and also at the Queen Sirikit Department of Sericulture.  
 

Conclusion 

 

The goal of this project was to identify the causes in the lost popularity of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok traditional production process in Haad Siew subdistrict, Sukhothai province 

and to determine promotional methods that would contribute on increasing the 

appreciation of the general public towards traditionally handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 
 

To summarize our project, we have understood that the awareness on the 

production process of Thai textiles can positively affect the demand, and so we intended 

to increase the awareness by delivering essential information to the public. To do so, 

promotional methods were then identified. Postcards and bookmarks were found to be 

effective. But increasing the demand alone would not matter if there is no supply. We 

then clarified the issue of the traditional production process and found out that the cotton 

spinning is the most problematic step. We then conducted researches for the possible 

development in this step. We then came up with a facilitating device to substitute 

traditional problematic device. Lastly, the recommendations made by the team are 
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potential approaches that could lead to an increased public’s awareness, appreciation and 

therefore the popularity of the Thai textiles, Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 

  If these recommendations along with other approaches from various organization 

are accomplished and the appreciation of the public for the handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen jok 

is raised, the demand is then likely to increase as well. Thus, the locals would then have 

higher incentive and would value their skills to produce these handcrafted textiles. With a 

substantial increase in the production of these handcrafted textiles, the demand from the 

market would be satisfied. Most importantly, there would be more money circulation in 

and out of the local economy resulting in its stimulation. In conclusion, from this, not 

only the handcraft production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok can be sustainably preserved 

but the local economy system can also be sustainably kept alive as well. 

 

Recommendations 

 

Based on our researched information and findings, we formed a list of 

recommendations which was divided according to the recipients whom we have 

determined could most effectively and conveniently implement our suggested 

recommendations. 
 

Recommendation for the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art 

 

The following recommendations are potential ideas and strategies for our sponsor, 

the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art, that could aid in the preservation of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok. 
 

1. Arranging field trips for college students to visit the Haad Siew Weaving Center   
The team would like to recommend the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art to 

arrange a field trip to the Haad Siew Weaving Center. This would allow the students an 

opportunity to observe the actual production process and perhaps get a chance for a 

hands-on experience. If this approach was implemented, it is likely that once the new 

generations become appreciative for the handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, they would 

cherish and treasure the culture more. The understanding of the actual production process 

of Paa Sin Dteen Jok will allow the artists to express their dance moves in the Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok Dance developed by the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art in a more realistic 

way and with appreciation. 
 

2. Collaboration of the sponsor with the Sukhothai Technical College on the 

development of alternative facilitating devices 

The team analyzed that innovatively developed models of the equipment used in 

the production process could be an alternative way to solve this problem. As the 

Sukhothai Technical College already has expertise in the relevant fields, the sponsor 

could ask for their assistance to develop facilitating devices to relieve the problematic 

traditional process. Both could work together even if they specialize in different fields as 
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the College of Art could provides necessary specification and designs while the Technical 

College could handle the technicality aspect of developing the device. The advantage 

from this is that developing the device internally would provide bargain alternatives to 

the local textiles producers instead of buying it from external sources.  

 

3. Launching campaign for the use of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

Our research indicated that many institutions in Thailand have established 

campaigns to effectively stimulate the use of Thai textiles to the new generations. The 

campaign was meant to encourage the public to wear Thai Paa Sin on every Buddhist 

holy days. We recommend that our sponsor could encourage every educational institution 

in the province to join the campaign. This would allow new generations to become 

familiarized with the traditional textiles and may, in the end, lead to the appreciation for 

this heritage culture.  
 

Recommendation for the Haad Siew Weaving Center in Sukhothai 
 

1. Launching Paa Sin Dteen Jok learning centers in the city of Sukhothai 

The current Weaving Center in Sukhothai province is located by quite a large 

distance away from Sukhothai city, so the team would like to encourage the Haad Siew 

Weaving Center to set up a new center at tourist attractions like the Sukhothai Historical 

Park in Amphoe Muang Sukhothai in order to make it more accessible to tourists as well 

as locals. 

 

2. Uilizing facilitating device(s) 

The team had conducted research on several facilitating devices. The potential 

facilitating device the team has found and would like to suggest is the cotton spinning 

device, ‘Medleri Charka’. On the other hand, the Weaving Center could seek assistance 

from the Sukhothai Technical College to develop more labor saving devices according to 

the needs. Utilization of this device would allow the local artisans to perform the 

procedures with better posture and higher productivity. In turn, these utilities could 

encourage more apprentices to pursue the tradition. 

 

Recommendation for the relevant authorities 

 

Examples of the authorities that we aim to recommend are the government, 

provincial administration or certain governmental departments that is associated with 

traditional culture and arts.  
 

1. Initiation of a certifying standard of quality for cotton weaving products 

Our research has found that better reputation can be achieved from the awards 

received from the government such as a certifying standard of quality. If the similar 

quality standard can be established for the Thai cotton textiles industry, the producers 
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will be able to build reputation and trust from the public faster. Thus, the demand towards 

Thai cotton textiles such as Paa Sin Dteen Jok can then be stimulated more effectively.  
 

2. Establishment of a “Dteen Jok Haad Siew Day” campaign 

Our research has indicated the success of annual exhibitions promoting particular 

products, such as, Dteen Jok Mae Cham Festival in Chiang Mai. Likewise, the Sukhothai 

provincial government could adopt this idea to their own domain in order to promote both 

their province and their product, Paa Sin Dteen Jok of Haad Siew. Initially, the provincial 

government could start with promoting their residents to wear Paa Sin Dteen Jok on a 

certain day once a week to promote community cultural heritage.     

 

3. Stimulation of the cotton cultivation in Sukhothai province  

Another major findings was that no cotton flowers, the raw materials in Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok production, available within the area. Consequently, artisans have to purchase 

ready-made cotton yarn from manufacturers. Our research has found that a non-profit 

program called ‘The Royal Silk’ has successfully stimulated cultivation in the silk 

industry. We would like to suggest the relevant authorities to adopt this concept and 

apply it to the Thai cotton textiles industry. 
 

4. Provision of informative archives on Paa Sin Dteen Jok through online media  

Results and analysis from surveys conducted by the team illustrated that a 

relationship exists as once one is aware of the production process, one will perceive the 

value and would then have more desire for the handcrafted textiles. In response to this, 

we would like to suggest the relevant authorities to make use of online media that could 

reach wide range of audiences without geographical barriers, such as the internet, to 

stimulate the demand and awareness of the Paa Sin Dteen Jok.  
 

5. Distribution of the suggested printing media; postcards and bookmarks  

Through both primary and secondary research, the team concluded that functional 

printing media with short messages particularly brochures and postcards are more likely 

to capture the interests of the public. The team has designed prototype further shown in 

the report where it could be distributed to information kiosks or ticket stalls at different 

tourist attractions, hotels, and restaurants in Sukhothai to continuously and repetitively 

accentuate the presence of such traditional textiles. 
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Executive Summary (รายงานฉบบัยอ่) 

 

ต าบลหาดเสีย้ว อ าเภอศรสีชันาลยั จงัหวดัสโุขทยั เป็นเมอืงทีเ่ต็มไปดว้ยศลิปวฒันธรรม ทีม่ี
เอกลกัษณเ์ฉพาะตวั และมปีระวตัศิาสตรอ์นัยาวนาน ชาวบา้นสว่นมากเป็นชาวไทพวนทีย่า้ยถิน่ฐาน
มาจากเมอืงพวน ประเทศลาว ตัง้แตร่ชัสมยัพระบาทสมเด็จพระน่ังเกลา้เจา้อยูห่วั โดยไดน้ า
ศลิปวฒันธรรมดัง้เดมิตดิตวัมาดว้ย หน่ึงในน้ันคอืการทอผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ซึง่เป็นผา้นุ่งประกอบดว้ย หวั
ซิน่ เป็นสว่นเอวของผูนุ่้ง มคีวามกวา้งประมาณ ๑ คบื โดยมากมกัจะเป็นผา้พืน้สขีาว แดง หรอื
น า้ตาล ตวัซิน่ ทีท่อแบบผา้พืน้ และ ตนีซิน่ ซึง่เป็นเอกลกัษณข์องผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้วดว้ย
ลวดลายทีเ่กดิจากเทคนิคการทอทีเ่รยีกวา่ จก ดว้ยขนเม่นเป็นลวดลายอนัวจิติร 

ในปัจจบุนัผูท้อผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้วมจี านวนลดนอ้ยลง เน่ืองจากผา้ซิน่ตนีจกมรีาคาต ่าไม่
คุม้คา่ตอ่เวลาทีใ่ชใ้นการผลติแตล่ะผนื เป็นสาเหตมุาจากการทีผู่ท้อไม่ใหค้วามส าคญักบัฝีมอืแรงงาน
ของตน เอง และตัง้ราคาขายโดยค านึงเพยีงแคร่าคาของวตัถดุบิทีใ่ชแ้ตเ่พยีงอยา่งเดยีว การตัง้ราคา
ขายทีต่ ่ามสีว่นในการลดแรงจงูใจของคนรุน่ใหม่ทีจ่ะหนัมาสบืทอดศลิปหตัถกรรมการทอผา้ซิน่ตนีจก 

ประกอบกบัยงัมกีารแพรห่ลายของอตุสาหกรรมสิง่ทอ ทีม่คีวามสามารถในการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจก โดย
ใชเ้สน้ใยสงัเคราะหแ์ละเคร ือ่งทออตัโนมตัใินการผลติ ซึง่ผูบ้รโิภคก็ใหค้วามสนใจ เน่ืองจากสนิคา้ที่

ผลติดว้ยเทคโนโลยดีงักลา่ว เป็นสนิคา้ทีม่รีาคาต ่า  การทีม่สีนิคา้ผลติจากโรงงานมาตตีลาดสนิคา้
พืน้เมอืงของชาวบา้นไดส้ง่ผล ใหร้ะบบเศรษฐกจิภายในชมุชนเสยีหายเป็นอยา่งมาก อกีทัง้ยงัสง่ผลใน
ระยะยาวแกก่ารทอผา้ซิน่ตนีจกดว้ยกรรมวธิแีบบดัง้เดมิทีจ่ะสญูหายไปในทา้ยทีส่ดุ 

วธิดี ำเนินงำน 

โครงการนีม้จีดุหมายทีจ่ะเสนอแนวทางแกปั้ญหาทีท่างคณะผูว้จิยัไดร้ะบไุวข้า้งตน้ คอื การ
เพิม่มูล คา่ของสนิคา้ โดยการใชค้วามเป็นสนิคา้ท ามอื ๑๐๐% เพือ่ทีจ่ะเจาะตลาดผูบ้รโิภคระดบับน 
ทัง้นีเ้พือ่ใหบ้รรลจุดุมุ่งหมายของโครงการ คณะผูว้จิยัจงึมวีตัถปุระสงคด์งัต่อไปนี ้

๑. เพือ่ท าความเขา้ใจตอ่มุมมองของบุคคลทัว่ไปทีม่ตีอ่ผลติภณัฑส์ิง่ทอทีท่ าดว้ยมอื ๑๐๐% 
๒. เพือ่หากลยทุธจ์งูใจผูบ้รโิภคทัว่ไปใหห้นัมาซือ้ผา้ซ ิน่ตนีจกทีท่ ามอื ๑๐๐% 
๓. เพือ่วเิคราะหปั์ญหาและอปุสรรคของกระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกดว้ยวธิกีารดัง้เดมิในต าบล

หาดเสีย้ว จงัหวดัสโุขทยั 
๔. เพือ่เสนอวธิพีฒันากระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจก 

แนวทางการด าเนินงานของคณะผูว้จิยัเพือ่ใหบ้รรลผุลส าเรจ็ตามเป้าหมายทีก่ าหนดไวม้ี
ดงัตอ่ไปนี ้ 
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๑. การแจกแบบสอบถามทัง้ในรปูแบบเอกสารและสือ่ออนไลนเ์พือ่ใหท้ราบถงึมุมมองของบุคคล
ทัว่ไปทีม่ตีอ่ผลติภณัฑส์ิง่ทอทีท่ ามอื ๑๐๐% โดยคณะผูว้จิยัไดท้ าการส ารวจในหลายพืน้ที่

เพือ่ใหท้ราบ ถงึความคดิเห็นของกลุม่ตวัอยา่งทีห่ลากหลาย ซีง่สถานทีด่งักลา่วไดแ้ก ่ ศูนย ์
การคา้ดโิอลดส์ยามพลาซา่ หา้งสรรพสนิคา้มาบุญครอง ตลาดนัดจตจุกัร และ ศูนยก์ารคา้
จามจรุสีแควร ์ 
 

๒. คน้หาวธิกีารทีจ่ะสามารถเพิม่ความสนใจเกีย่วกบัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกท ามอื ๑๐๐% แกบุ่คคลทัว่ไป 
โดยหลงัจากการคน้ควา้ขอ้มูลทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ต คณะวจิยัไดพ้บวา่โบรชวัร ์เป็นสือ่สิง่พมิพท์ีด่ี
ตอ่การประชาสมัพนัธ ์ จากน้ันทางคณะผูว้จิยัจงึไดท้ าการวเิคราะหส์ภาพแวดลอ้มและศกัย 
ภาพ (SWOT Analysis) ของโบรชวัร ์ และพบวา่โบรชวัร ์ ไม่ไดร้บัความสนใจจากบุคคล
ทัว่ไปเทา่ทีค่วร  คณะผูว้จิยัจงึจดัท าแบบส ารวจออนไลน ์ เพือ่ทีจ่ะหาวา่สือ่สิง่พมิพช์นิดใดที่

บุคคลทัว่ไปใหค้วามสนใจมากทีส่ดุ โดยพบวา่ บุคคลสว่นมากใหค้วามสนใจกบัทีค่ ัน่หนังสอื 
และโปสการด์ 
 

๓. การสมัภาษณผ์ูท้อผา้ซิน่ตนีจกในต าบลหาดเสีย้ว จงัหวดัสโุขทยั เพือ่หาปัญหาและอปุสรรค
ทีส่ง่ ผลตอ่กระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกดว้ยวธิกีารดัง้เดมิ 
 

๔. คน้หาขอ้มูลทางอนิเตอรเ์น็ตเกีย่วกบัเคร ือ่งมอืทางเลอืกหรอือปุกรณท์ีส่ามารถน ามาชว่ยใน
กระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจก และตดิตอ่กบัผูท้ีม่สีว่นรว่มในการพฒันาและผลติเคร ือ่งมอื 
เพือ่ที ่จะทราบถงึขอ้ดขีอ้เสยีของเคร ือ่งมอืดงักลา่ว 

ผลและกำรวเิครำะหผ์ล 

วตัถุประสงคท์ี ่ ๑: เพือ่ท ำควำมเขำ้ใจมุมมองและกำรเล็งเห็นคณุคำ่ของบุคคลทัว่ไปทีม่ี
ตอ่ ผลติภณัฑส์ิง่ทอทีท่ ำดว้ยมอื ๑๐๐% 

ค าถามของการวจิยั ๑: ผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงเป็นทีนิ่ยมในสงัคมหรอืไม่ และปัจจยัทางดา้นประชากรศาสตร ์
ใดทีม่อีทิธพิลตอ่ความตอ้งการผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืง 

ผลการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลจากผูต้อบแบบสอบถามจ านวน ๕๘๒ คน พบวา่รอ้ยละ ๖๖ ของกลุม่
ตวัอยา่งในทกุชว่งอายเุคยซือ้ผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืง อกีทัง้จากผลส ารวจพบวา่กลุม่ตวัอยา่งทีม่อีายตุ ัง้แต ่
๓๕ ปี เป็นตน้ไป มคีวามตอ้งการซือ้ผา้ไทยมากกวา่กลุม่ตวัอยา่งทีม่อีายนุอ้ย และประชากรในกลุม่
ตวัอยา่งทีม่รีายไดม้ากกวา่  ๒๐,๐๐๐ บาท มแีนวโนม้ทีจ่ะซ ือ้ผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงมากกวา่ ประชากรใน
กลุม่ตวัอยา่งทีม่รีายไดน้อ้ย จากขอ้มูลขา้งตน้ท าใหเ้ราทราบวา่ปัจจยัทีม่ผีลตอ่ความตอ้งการซือ้ผา้
ไทยคอือายแุละเงนิเดอืนของผูซ้ ือ้ เน่ืองดว้ยผา้ไทยมรีาคาทีค่อ่นขา้งสงูและนอ้ยคนนักทีส่วมใสผ่า้ไทย
ในชวีติประจ าวนั 
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ค าถามของการวจิยั ๒: ประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งทราบถงึกระบวนการผลติดัง้เดมิของผา้ไทยหรอืไม่ 
และประชากรเหลา่น้ันสามารถจ าแนกความแตกตา่งของเสน้ใยฝ้ายไดห้รอืไม่  

ผลการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลจากแบบสอบถามพบวา่รอ้ยละ ๔๗ ของกลุม่ตวัอยา่งไม่ทราบถงึกระ 
บวนการผลติผา้ไทยแบบดัง้เดมิ และ รอ้ยละ ๕๘ ของกลุม่ตวัอยา่งไม่สามารถจ าแนกความแตกตา่ง
ระหวา่งเสน้ใยฝ้ายป่ันมอืและฝ้ายส าเรจ็รปูจากโรงงานได ้ จากขอ้มูลดงักลา่วท าใหส้ามารถสรปุไดว้า่
ราวคร ึง่หน่ึงของกลุม่ตวัอยา่งไม่ทราบถงึความซบัซอ้นของกระบวนการผลติและ ไม่สามารถจ าแนก
ความแตกตา่งของเสน้ใยฝ้ายได ้

ค าถามของการวจิยั ๓: ประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งมกีารตระหนักถงึคณุคา่ของผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงท ามอื 
๑๐๐% หรอืไม่  

 จากผลการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลพบวา่รอ้ยละ ๘๗ ของประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งตระหนักถงึคณุคา่
ของผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงท ามอื ๑๐๐% โดยประชากรเหลา่น้ันเลอืกทีจ่ะซ ือ้ผา้ฝ้ายทีผ่า่นกระบวนการท ามอื
ทกุขัน้ตอนมากกวา่ผา้ฝ้ายทีผ่ลติจากโรงงาน อกีทัง้รอ้ยละ ๘๖ ของประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งยงัมี
ความประ สงคท์ีจ่ะจา่ยเงนิเพิม่ขึน้ ๒ เทา่ ส าหรบัผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงท ามอื ๑๐๐% อกีดว้ย 

ค าถามของการวจิยั ๔: การทราบถงึกระบวนการผลติผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงสง่ผลตอ่การตดัสนิใจซือ้ผา้ไทย
พืน้ เมอืงหรอืไม่  

 จากผลการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลพบวา่รอ้ยละ ๘๙ ของประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งทีท่ราบถงึกระบวน 
การผลติผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืง มคีวามประสงคท์ีจ่ะซ ือ้ผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงมากกวา่กลุม่ตวัอยา่งทีไ่ม่ทราบกระ 
บวนการผลติ  อกีทัง้ประชากรเหลา่น้ันมคีวามประสงคท์ีจ่ะจา่ยในราคาทีส่งูขึน้ 

จากการวจิยัพบวา่ สว่นแบง่ทางการตลาดของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกสามารถขยายเพิม่ขึน้ไดแ้ละประ 
ชาชนทัว่ไปตระหนักถงึกระบวนการผลติผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืง สง่ผลกระทบในทางบวกตอ่ความพงึพอใจใน
การเลอืกซือ้ผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงท ามอื ๑๐๐%  

ดงัน้ันคณะผูว้จิยัจงึมวีตัถปุระสงคท์ีจ่ะหากลยทุธ ์ เพือ่สง่ผ่านขอ้มูลเกีย่วกบักระบวนการผลติ
แบบดัง้เดมิและขอ้เท็จจรงิตา่งๆ ของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกใหแ้กป่ระชาชน โดยขอ้มูลดงักลา่วจะน ามาซึง่
แรงจงูใจและแรงกระตุน้ตอ่ผูบ้รโิภค ใหเ้กดิความชืน่ชมและความพงึพอใจทีม่ตีอ่ผา้ไทยพืน้เมอืงท ามอื 
๑๐๐% ซึง่จะน าไปสูก่ารพฒันาฟ้ืนฟูเศรษฐกจิ สงัคม และศลิปวฒันธรรมของชมุชนใหช้าวบา้นไดม้ี
วถิชีวีติความเป็น อยูท่ีด่ขีึน้ 
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วตัถุประสงคท์ี ่ ๒: เพือ่หำกลยุทธใ์นกำรจูงใจผูบ้รโิภคทัว่ไปใหห้นัมำซือ้ผำ้ซิน่ตนีจกท ำ
มอื ๑๐๐%  

ค าถามของการวจิยั ๕: ประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งมคีวามสนใจตอ่สือ่สิง่พมิพ ์แผ่นพบั โปสการด์ ทีค่ ั่น
หนังสอืหรอืไม่  และความยาวของขอ้ความในสือ่สิง่พมิพส์ง่ผลกระทบตอ่ความสนใจของผูอ้า่นหรอืไม่   

ผลการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลจากผูต้อบแบบสอบถามออนไลนท์ัง้หมดจ านวน ๓๐ คน พบว่ารอ้ยละ 
๑๓ ของกลุม่ตวัอยา่ง ใหค้วามสนใจกบัแผ่นพบั และรอ้ยละ ๖๗ ของกลุม่ตวัอยา่งใหค้วามสนใจกบั
โปสการด์และทีค่ ัน่หนังสอื สามารถสรปุไดว้า่ประชากรในกลุม่ตวัอยา่งใหค้วามสนใจกบัโปสการด์และ
ทีค่ ัน่หนังสอืมากกวา่แผ่นพบั นอกจากนีย้งัพบอกีวา่ ความยาวของขอ้ความในสือ่สิง่พมิพเ์ป็นอกีหน่ึง
ปัจจยัทีส่ง่ผลกระทบตอ่ความสนใจของผูอ้า่น        

วตัถุประสงคท์ี ่ ๓: เพือ่วเิครำะหถ์งึปัญหำและอุปสรรคของกระบวนกำรผลติผำ้ซิน่ตนีจก
ดว้ยวธิกีำรด ัง้เดมิ ในต ำบลหำดเสีย้ว จงัหวดัสุโขทยั 

คณะผูว้จิยัพบวา่ตลอดทัง้กระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ขัน้ตอนการเตรยีมเสน้ใย หรอื การ
ป่ันฝ้าย (เข็นฝ้าย) เป็นขัน้ตอนทีม่ปัีญหามากทีส่ดุ นอกเหนือจากความยากล าบากและความ
ซบัซอ้นของการเข็นฝ้ายแลว้ ผูเ้ข็นฝ้ายยงัไดร้บัผลกระทบทางดา้นสขุภาพอกีดว้ย เน่ืองจากเคร ือ่ง
ป่ันฝ้ายออกแบบมาเพือ่ใหน่ั้งท างานบนพืน้ การเข็นฝ้ายเป็นขัน้ตอนทีใ่ชร้ะยะเวลานานอกีทัง้ยงัไม่มี
เคร ือ่งรองรบัแผ่นหลงั การใชเ้ทา้เพยีงขา้งเดยีวในการยดึทีป่ั่นระหวา่งป่ันเสน้ใย หรอืการใชม้อืหน่ึงขา้ง
ในการหมุนวงลอ้และอกีขา้งในการดงึเสน้ใย ท าใหต้อ้งน่ังท างานในอิรยิาบถทีไ่ม่เหมาะสมตอ่สรรีะ  
ดว้ยเหตนีุ ้ คณะผูว้จิยัจงึสบืคน้หาเคร ือ่งมอืทางเลอืกทีช่ว่ยใหผู้ป่ั้นฝ้ายใหส้ามารถป่ันฝ้ายไดด้ว้ย
ศกัยภาพทีส่งูขึน้และ มอีิรยิาบถในการท า งานทีเ่หมาะสมตอ่สรรีะยิง่ขึน้ 

วตัถุประสงคท์ี ่๔: เพือ่สบืคน้วธิกีำรทีจ่ะชว่ยพฒันำกระบวนกำรผลติผำ้ซิน่ตนีจก 

จากการคน้ควา้ขอ้มูลจากแหลง่ขอ้มูลทตุยิภมูแิละการสมัภาษณผ์ูเ้ช ีย่วชาญจาก
มหาวทิยาลยัเชยีงใหม่ ท าใหไ้ดท้ราบถงึเคร ือ่งมอืทีส่ามารถน ามาชว่ยลดปัญหาเกดิขึน้ในขัน้ตอน
การป่ันฝ้าย ทีช่ ือ่วา่ ‘เมเดลร ี จกัรา’ ซ ึง่ทางมหาวทิยาลยัเชยีงใหม่ไดม้สีว่นชว่ยในการพฒันา ทัง้นี้

เคร ือ่งมอืดงักลา่วไดม้กีารวางจ าหน่าย โดยกรมหม่อนไหม 

บทสรุป 

จากผลการศกึษา คณะผูว้จิยัไดว้เิคราะหถ์งึตน้เหตขุองการสญูหายไปของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาด
เสีย้ว และไดพ้บวา่การทอผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้วดว้ยกระบวนการดัง้เดมิมจี านวนลดนอ้ยลง สบื
เน่ืองมาจากผา้ซิน่ตนีจกมรีาคาต ่าซ ึง่มอีทิธพิลมาจาก ๒ ปัจจยั คอืผูท้อสว่นใหญไ่ม่เห็นคา่ความ 
ส าคญัของทกัษะการทอและแรงงานของตนเอง อกีทัง้การเขา้มาแทรกแซงของอตุสาหกรรมสิง่ทอทีม่ี
เทคโนโลยทีนัสมยัในการผลติผา้ทอ ซึง่ท าใหไ้ดผ้ลผลติเพิม่มากขึน้และมีร่าคาทีต่ ่าลง ดงัน้ันคนรุน่
ใหม่จงึไม่นิยมเลอืกการทอผา้ซิน่ตนีจกเป็นอาชพีแลว้หนัไปประกอบอาชพีอืน่แทน  นอกจากนีท้าง
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คณะผูว้จิยัไดส้บืคน้วธิกีารพฒันากระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกดว้ยวธิกีารดัง้เดมิ  อกีทัง้ไดเ้สนอแนะ
วธิทีีส่ามารถกระตุน้ใหค้นทัว่ไปตระหนักถงึคณุ คา่ของผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ซึง่จะน าไปสูก่ารพฒันาและฟ้ืนฟู
เศรษฐกจิ สงัคม และศลิปวฒันธรรมของชมุชน ใหช้าวบา้นไดม้วีถิชีวีติความเป็นอยูท่ีด่ขีึน้ คณะผู ้
วจิยัจงึจดัท าขอ้เสนอแนะเพือ่แกปั้ญหาการเสือ่มความนิ ยมของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกขึน้ 

ขอ้เสนอแนะ 

จากการคน้ควา้ขอ้มูลและสรปุผลการวจิยั คณะผูว้จิยัมขีอ้เสนอแนะ ส าหรบัวทิยาลยันาฏ
ศลิปสโุขทยั ศูนยห์ตัถกรรมพืน้บา้นโบราณหาดเสีย้ว และหน่วยงานอืน่ทีเ่กีย่วขอ้ง ดงัตอ่ไปนี ้

ขอ้เสนอแนะส ำหรบัวทิยำลยันำฏศลิปสุโขทยั  

ขอ้เสนอแนะดงัต่อไปนีเ้ป็นแนวคดิและแผนการท าเนินงานทีท่างคณะวจิยัมคีวามประสงคท์ีจ่ะ
รว่มเป็นสว่นหน่ึงในการอนุรกัษผ์า้ซ ิน่ตนีจก 

๑. การจดัทศันศกึษาเพือ่เยีย่มชมศูนยห์ตัถกรรมพืน้บา้นโบราณหาดเสีย้วใหแ้กนั่กศกึษา 
 การจดัทศันศกึษามวีตัถปุระสงคเ์พือ่สง่เสรมิเด็กและ เยาวชนใหห้นัมาสนใจและ เห็นคณุคา่
ของประเพณีและวฒันธรรมไทยมากขึน้ ซ ึง่การจดัทศันศกึษาดงักลา่วจะมกีารน านักศกึษาไปชมกระ 
บวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกแบบดัง้เดมิและ ใหนั้กศกึษาไดม้โีอกาสไดล้องปฏบิตังิานดว้ยตนเองใหค้รบ
ทัง้กระบวนการอกีดว้ย นอกจากนีก้ารทีนั่กศกึษาทีเ่ป็นผูแ้สดงในชดุการแสดงนาฏศลิปทีถ่า่ยทอดถงึ
กระบวนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกของทางวทิยาลยันาฏศลิปสโุขทยัไดไ้ปทศันศกึษา ก็จะท าใหม้คีวามรู ้
ความเขา้ใจเกีย่วกบัการแสดงน้ันๆ มากขึน้ไปอกี 

๒. จดัใหม้กีารรว่มมอืกนัระหวา่งวทิยาลยันาฏศลิปสโุขทยัและ วทิยาลยัเทคนิคสโุขทยั ในการจดัท า
โครง การเพือ่พฒันาเคร ือ่งมอืทางเลอืกมาทดแทนในกระบวนการผลติของผา้ซิน่ตนีจก 

จากทีค่ณะผูว้จิยัไดท้ าการวเิคราะหข์อ้มูลท าใหท้ราบวา่วธิกีารหน่ึงทีจ่ะชว่ยแกปั้ญหาในดา้น
กระบวนการผลติของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกน้ันก็คอืการน าเคร ือ่งมอืทุน่แรงตา่งๆ มาใชท้างคณะวจิยัจงึอยาก
เสนอแนะใหท้างวทิยาลยันาฏศลิปสโุขทยัรว่มมอืกบัทางวทิยาลยัเทคนิคสโุขทยั เน่ืองดว้ยทัง้ ๒ 
วทิยาลยัดงักลา่วมคีวามเชีย่วชาญทีแ่ตกตา่งกนั ซ ึง่ทางวทิยาลยันาฏศลิปสโุขทยั มคีวามรูค้วาม
เชีย่วชาญเกีย่วกบัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกจงึท าใหท้ราบถงึในขัน้ตอนการผลติใดทีม่คีวามยากเป็นพเิศษ และ 
ตอ้งการเคร ือ่งมอืทุน่แรงเขา้มาชว่ย สว่นทางวทิยาลยัเทคนิคสโุขทยัน้ันมคีวามเชีย่วชาญในการ
ประดษิฐอ์ปุกรณเ์คร ือ่งใชต้า่งๆ ซึง่ถา้หาก ทางวทิยาลยัเทคนิคสโุขทยัน้ันสามารถผลติเคร ือ่งมอืทีใ่ช ้
ชว่ยในการผลติของผา้ซิน่ตนีจกได ้ ก็จะสามารถใหผู้ท้อทีป่ระสบปัญหาน้ันไดร้บัเคร ือ่งมอืทีม่รีาคาต ่า
กวา่ทางทอ้งตลาด 
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๓. การรณรงคแ์ละสนับสนุนแนวคดิสง่เสรมิใหส้วมใสผ่า้ซ ิน่ตนีจก 
 เพือ่เป็นการฟ้ืนฟวูฒันธรรมประเพณีของไทย ทางคณะผูว้จิยัจงึเสนอแนะวทิยาลยันาฏศลิป 
สโุขทยั ใหม้กีารรณรงคแ์ละสง่เสรมิใหนั้กศกึษาและอาจารยส์วมใสผ่า้ซ ิน่ตนีจกโดยไดก้ าหนดใหส้วม
ใสใ่นทกุๆวนัศุกร ์ เพือ่เป็นแบบอยา่งของการแสดงถงึเอกลกัษณไ์ทย ซึง่การรณรงคนี์ ้ มวีตัถปุระสงค ์
เพือ่อนุรกัษส์มบตัทิางวฒันธรรมและสง่เสรมิภมูปัิญญาพืน้บา้น รวมถงึความคดิสรา้งสรรคแ์ละหตั
ศลิป์ของไทย  นอกจากนีย้งัเสนอแนะใหว้ทิยาลยันาฏศลิปสโุขทยั สง่เสรมิและสนับสนุนใหนั้กเรยีน
นักศกึษาใสผ่า้ซ ิน่ในวนัส าคญัทางพุทธศาสนา และขอความรว่มมอืจากสถาบนัการศกึษาหรอืองคก์ร
อืน่ๆ ในจงัหวดัสโุขทยัใหห้นัมารว่มมอืกนัในการรณรงคด์ว้ยก็จะชว่ยใหส้ามารถท าใหป้ระสบความส า 
เรจ็ในการรณรงคม์ากยิง่ขึน้ 

ขอ้เสนอแนะส ำหรบัศูนยห์ตัถกรรมพืน้บำ้นโบรำณหำดเสีย้ว 

๑. เปิดศูนยก์ารเรยีนรูผ้า้ซ ิน่ตนีจกเพิม่เตมิ ภายในตวัเมอืงสโุขทยั 
เน่ืองมาจากการท าแบบสอบถามท าใหค้ณะผูว้จิยัทราบวา่ หากประชาชนมคีวามรูเ้กีย่วกบั

ขัน้ตอนการผลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจกสามารถสง่ผลตอ่การเลอืกซือ้สนิคา้ผา้ซ ิน่ตนีจกได ้ ทางคณะผูว้จิยัจงึ
อยากเสนอแนะใหม้กีารเปิดศูนยก์ารเรยีนรูผ้า้ซ ิน่ตนีจกเพิม่เตมิภายในตวัเมอืงสโุขทยั เพือ่ใหก้ลุม่นัก 
ทอ่งเทีย่วสามารถท าความรูจ้กัคุน้เคย และเขา้ใจเกีย่วกบักบัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกมากขึน้  เน่ืองจากศูนยก์าร
เรยีนรูใ้นปัจจบุนัน้ันตัง้อยูท่ีอ่ าเภอศรสีชันาลยั ซ ึง่ไกลจากจากตวัเมอืงสโุขทยัและยากตอ่การเดนิทาง
ของนักทอ่งเทีย่ว โดยเฉพาะนักทอ่งเทีย่วชาวตา่งชาต ิ

๒. การน าอปุกรณ/์เคร ือ่งมอืทุน่แรงมาปรบัใชเ้พือ่อ านวยความสะดวกในกระบวนการผลติ  
คณะผูว้จิยัไดท้ าการเก็บรวบรวมขอ้มูลการวจิยัเกีย่วกบัอปุกรณอ์ านวยความสะดวกต่างๆ 

และพบวา่อปุกรณท์ีจ่ะชว่ยอ านวยความสะดวกไดอ้ยา่งมปีระสทิธภิาพในขัน้ตอนการเข็นฝ้าย คอื 
เคร ือ่งเมเดลรจีกัรา ซ ึง่เคร ือ่งมอืดงักลา่วชว่ยใหผู้ท้อในทอ้งถิน่สามารถเข็นฝ้ายไดง้่ายขึน้และทีส่ าคญั
คอื ผูท้อไดน่ั้งท างานในอิรยิาบถทีเ่หมาะสม ซึง่ท าใหไ้ม่มปัีญหาทางดา้นสขุภาพในภายหลงั   

ขอ้เสนอแนะส ำหรบัหน่วยงำนทีเ่กีย่วขอ้ง 

 ตวัอยา่งของหน่วยงานทีท่างคณะวจิยัตอ้งการเสนอแนะ ไดแ้ก ่ รฐับาล องคก์ารบรหิารสว่น
จงัหวดั หรอื หน่วยงานราชการ ดา้นศลิปวฒันธรรม 

๑. สรา้งเคร ือ่งหมายรบัรองคณุภาพผลติภณัฑส์ าหรบัผา้ฝ้ายไทย 
จากการคน้ควา้ขอ้มูล คณะผูว้จิยัพบวา่ผา้ไหมไทยมเีคร ือ่งหมายการรบัรองคณุภาพสนิคา้

ดว้ย ‘ตรานกยงูพระราชทาน’  ซึง่ท าใหส้นิคา้น้ันไดม้าตรฐานและมรีาคาทีส่งูขึน้ตามเกณฑข์องตรา
นกยงูแตล่ะชนิด ดงัน้ันทางคณะวจิยัจงึเห็นสมควรวา่หากมเีคร ือ่งหมายรบัรองคณุของผา้ฝ้ายไทย ก็
อาจจะท าใหส้ามารถสรา้งพืน้ฐานราคาของผา้ฝ้ายไทยได ้ อกีทัง้ผูผ้ลติก็จะไดร้บัความไวว้างใจจาก
ผูบ้รโิภคมากขึน้อกีดว้ย 
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๒. การจดัใหม้ ี‘งานวนัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้ว จงัหวดัสโุขทยั’ 
 เพือ่เป็นการสง่เสรมิใหส้งัคมไดรู้จ้กัผลติภณัฑผ์า้ซ ิน่ตนีจกหาดเสีย้วไดด้ยีิง่ขึน้แตก่ารทีจ่ะจดั
งานในลกัษณะเชน่นี ้ จ าเป็นตอ้งไดร้บัความรว่มมอืจากภาครฐังานประเภทดงักลา่วเราสามารถเห็น
ตวัอยา่งไดจ้ากงาน ‘วนัตนีจกแม่แจม่ของจงัหวดัเชยีงใหม่’ ซึง่มคีวามโดง่ดงัเป็นอยา่งมาก 

๓. สง่เสรมิการปลกูไรฝ้่ายในจงัหวดัสโุขทยั    
จากการสมัภาษณค์ณุรววีรรณ ขนาดนิด ผูจ้ดัการกลุม่ศูนยห์ตัถกรรมพืน้บา้นโบราณหาด

เสีย้ว (สนุทรผีา้ไทย) และคุณวทิวสั เกตใุหม่ เจา้หนา้ทีฝ่่ายกจิกรรมของพพิธิภณัฑผ์า้ในสมเด็จพระ
นางเจา้สิรกิติิ ์ พระบรมราชนีินาถ พบวา่ ปัจจบุนัประเทศไทยน้ันขาดแคลนดอกฝ้ายซึง่เป็นวตัถดุบิ
หลกัในการใชผ้ลติผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ดว้ยเหตนีุผู้ท้อจงึเลอืกทีจ่ะซ ือ้เสน้ใยฝ้ายส าเรจ็รปูจากโรงงานแทน 
อยา่งไรก็ตาม จากผลการส ารวจยงัพบอกีวา่ ในประเทศไทยน้ันมโีครงการหน่ึงทีไ่ม่แสวงหาผลก าไร
คอื โครงการไหมหลวง ซึง่ประสบความเรจ็อยา่งมากในการกระตุน้ชาวบา้นใหห้นัมาปลกูไหมเพือ่
น าไปใชใ้นการผลติสนิคา้ต่างๆ ดงัน้ันคณะผูว้จิยัจงึมคีวามประสงคท์ีจ่ะเสนอแนะหน่วยงานทีเ่กีย่ว 
ขอ้งใหห้นัมาสง่เสรมิการปลกูตน้ฝ้ายในจงัหวดัสโุขทยั 

๔.จดัท าขอ้มูลเกีย่วกบัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกผ่านสือ่ออนไลน ์
 จากการท าแบบสอบถาม ทางคณะผูว้จิยัพบวา่ หากเราสามารถท าใหผู้ซ้ ือ้ตระหนักถงึความ
ยากล าบากของกระบวนการทอผา้ไทย จะเป็นปัจจยัหน่ึงทีจ่ะท าใหผู้ซ้ ือ้เกดิความสนใจทีจ่ะใชผ้า้ไทย
มากขึน้ และในปัจจบุนันี ้ เป็นทีท่ราบกนัดแีลว้วา่ สือ่ออนไลนม์ผีลกระทบในโลกของการตลาดและ
ธรุกจิเป็นอยา่งมาก ดงัน้ันเราจงึอยากเสนอแนะใหห้น่วยงานทีเ่กีย่วขอ้งมกีารจดัท าเว็บไซตห์รอืใชเ้ว็บ 
ไซตป์ระจ าจงัหวดัเพือ่เป็น แหลง่เรยีนรูเ้กีย่วกบัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกในโลกออนไลนใ์หแ้กบุ่คคลทัว่ไป  

๕. การจดัท าสือ่ประชาสมัพนัธ ์ เชน่โปสการด์ และทีค่ ั่นหนังสอื เพือ่เผยแพรข่อ้มูลความรูภ้มูปัิญญา
แกบุ่คคลทัว่ไป 

ซึง่โปสการด์ทีท่างคณะผูว้จิยัไดอ้อกแบบไวน้ั้นประกอบไปดว้ยภาพและการอธบิายถงึกระบวน 
การผลติของผา้ซิน่ตนีจก ส่วนทีค่ ัน่หนังสอืน้ันประกอบดว้ยลวดลายอนัวจิติรของผา้ซิน่ตนีจก อกีทัง้
ยงัมขีอ้ความสัน้ๆ ซ ึง่เป็นเกรด็ความรูเ้กีย่วกบัผา้ซิน่ตนีจกอกีดว้ย ทางคณะผูว้จิยัจงึอยากแนะให ้
จดัท าโปสการด์และทีค่ ัน่หนังสอืดงักลา่ว และน าไปแจกใหก้บัผูท้ีเ่ขา้ชมการแสดงของวทิยาลยันาฏ
ศลิปสโุขทยั ผูท้ีท่ าการซือ้สนิคา้ผา้ซ ิน่ตนีจก หรอืสถานทีต่า่งๆ อาธเิชน่ แหลง่ทอ่งเทีย่ว และโรงแรม
ในจงัหวดัสโุขทยั เพือ่เผยแพรข่อ้มูลความรูภ้มูปัิญญาของจงัหวดัสโุขทยัแกบุ่คคลทัว่ไป 
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CHAPTER 1: Introduction 

Haad Siew subdistrict is located in Si Satchanalai district, Sukhothai province, 

Northern Thailand. The majority of the populations are Tai Phuan, an ethnic group 

originated from parts of Laos and Lanna (Haad Siew subdistrict municipality). These 

particular groups of people have been synonymous with weaving for centuries, and it is 

considered as one of the traditional cultures they have inherited from their ancestors 

(Mrs. Suntree, the head of Haad Siew Weaving Center, 2015). The most distinctive and 

renowned textiles of Tai Phuan in Haad Siew subdistrict is the traditional Thai textiles 

called ‘Paa Sin Dteen Jok’ which is fabricated via traditional processes and designed 

according to folk wisdom techniques. The issue that has recently arisen is the decline of 

interest in the pursuit of this traditional heritage. The features affecting this matter comes 

from the various problems in arts, culture, society and economy aspects. 
 

Nowadays, there is a declining number of local artisans in Haad Siew subdistrict 

who are producing Paa Sin Dteen Jok via the traditional production process. This comes 

from the microeconomic issue of the producer as the selling profit of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

is not worthwhile for the artisans to invest their efforts in. The relatively low price of Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok is not only due to the inconsideration on the pricing of their products; as 

they are only evaluating the raw material costs, but also the devaluation of the artisans 

own time, skills and expertise. Accordingly, with the low price, the incentive of the new 

generations to pursue the cultural wisdom in fabricating Paa Sin Dteen Jok is lessened.  
 

Furthermore, another impactful factor is the competition of the industrialized 

textile merchandises. Mass production of textiles allows predatory pricing which leads to 

the extensive price competition within the market. As the majority of the consumers 

contributing in the demand of the product lacks appreciation towards handcrafted goods 

by gearing toward cheaper industrial products instead. Consequently, not only that in the 

long run will the traditional cultures be abandoned, but a collapse of the local economy 

system may soon follow.  
 

Aside the social and economic complications that lead to a decline of both the 

number of artisans and the use of traditional production process, the emergence of 

substitutions to the complex traditional production process also contributes to the 

abandonment of some procedures within the traditional production process. Artisans in 

Haad Siew subdistrict have found alternative means to substitute certain tradition 

procedures. Currently, cotton yarns, the main raw material required to produce Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok are being acquired from factories instead of being handcrafted via the 

traditional process. This is due to the advantage of having convenience from just 

purchasing the ready-made cotton yarn from factories (Ms. Raveewan, the manager of 

Haad Siew Weaving Center, 2015). The abandonment of certain procedures within the 
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traditional production process does not only result in the unavailability of the entirely 

handcrafted traditional Paa Sin Dteen Jok product but in the long run, the particular 

procedures will cease to exist.  
 

Due to the mentioned complications, in 2002, Her Majesty Queen Sirikit 

requested relevant agencies to establish a strict quality control program for Thai silk. Her 

Majesty granted ‘The Royal Peacock logo’ as the certification trademark for Thai silk 

standards. The initial purpose of The Royal Peacock logo was the preservation of cultural 

and local knowledge of Thai textiles. The Royal Peacock logo has been focused on 

standardizing the use of specific traditional raw materials and traditional production 

processes that would, in the end, effectively enable the preservation of Thai's traditional 

folk wisdom (The Queen Sirikit Department of Sericulture, 2014). The certification 

trademark written on the logo encourages people to recognize the importance of silk that 

was made via traditional production process, for example, the Golden Peacock logo 

indicates that the fabric is made of hand-spun silk and guarantees that the traditional 

production process was conducted in the making process of the particular fabric. In 

addition, this in turn affects customer’s purchase decision as when customers recognize 

the logo, their incentive to buy the products increase. 
 

        However, The Royal Peacock logo does not stimulate products in the cotton 

industry as it only focus on products from the silk industry. These two industries are 

similar to each other in which both has similar problems in that their traditional 

production process needed to be revitalised. Additionally, the team’s sponsor, the 

Sukhothai College of Dramatic Arts had created performance about the traditional 

production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok. Their goal was to deliver the value of 

handcrafted technique to the audiences. The limitation of this method was that the 

messages were only capable of being passed to a specific group of audiences and that the 

method was not successfully assured to be impactful in generating interest and 

appreciation from people. As they have always been conscious of the importance of Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok, one of the Thai’s cultural identities, the Sukhothai College of Dramatic 

Arts requested assistance from the team. 
 

The ultimate goal of this project was to induce the production of 100% 

handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, which could capture the attention of the upper market 

that has higher purchasing power. This would escalate the perceived value as well as 

preserve the traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok.  In order to stimulate 

the production of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, it was our intention to identify 

the additional causes in the lost popularity of Paa Sin Dteen Jok traditional production 

process in Haad Siew subdistrict, Sukhothai province and to determine promotional 

methods that would contribute on increasing the appreciation of the general public 

towards traditionally handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. To achieve the project’s goal of 

assisting the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Arts to revive and preserve the traditional 
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textile ‘Paa Sin Dteen Jok’ the team have came up with four objectives which would be 

further detailed in the methodology section. 
 

1. To understand public perception and appreciation of 100% handcrafted textiles 

2. To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to increase public appreciation 

of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

3. To identify problems and limitations of the traditional handcrafted production 

process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

4. To determine ways to preserve the unique handcrafted procedures of indigenous 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok within the Haad Siew community for the next generations 
 

This project utilized interviews, surveys by questionnaire, archival research and 

direct observations to analyze and successfully carry out the project. Through this project, 

it is anticipated that the accurate findings would be useful for the recommendations of a 

favorable model as well as the persuasive strategy that will satisfy the sponsor’s intention 

to preserve Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 
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CHAPTER 2: Background and Literature Review 

2.1 Thai Textiles 

Thailand is a country abundant with cultural heritage as it has a long history 

dating back to prehistoric times. Thai textile is an unique and easily distinguishable 

cultural art which has been popular for both the local and foreigners alike. People weave 

Thai textiles for many different purpose such as for performance and traditional 

celebrations. In the past, there was no clothing industry in Thailand, the weaving 

techniques were passed own in each household where children were taught by their 

parents. Various forms of Thai textile originated from many different parts of the country 

as different ethnic group form communities that exclusively retain their own weaving 

patterns and techniques. 

 
 Thai textiles can be grouped based on the weaving techniques as follows: Khit 

(ขดิ), Yok Din (ยกดิน้), Mudmee (มดัหมี)่, tapestry weave (เกาะ/ลว้ง), tabby weave (ขดั), 

and lastly Jok (จก) which the project is focused on.  
 
Khit comes from the native language of the Isan people, Skit, which means to 

nudge or scratch off. This is used during the weaving process where the weaver uses a 

stick to pick up yarns and warps into the web of tabby weave which passes from selvage 

to selvage. (The Bank of Thailand Museum) Paa Khit is made for blankets, shoulder 

cloths (Sabai) and pillows; it is mainly woven by the Lao ethnic groups in the 

northeastern provinces of Thailand such as Uttaradit, Surin, Sisaket, Burirum, and 

Nakhon Ratchasrima. 

 

Figure 2.1-1 Paa Biang Khit from Roi Et (Isan club, 2007) 
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Yok is a brocade weaving technique. This textile mostly made from silver or gold 

yarn, usually from silk, to make a continuous or discontinuous supplementary cloth. Paa 

Yok Din requires weavers who are highly-skilled due to the complicated weaving process. 

In the past this type of textile was worn among the royal or higher class people. 

Moreover, it is now made in all parts of Thailand, in the Northern provinces of LamPhun  

and Chiang Mai, Roi Et, Surin, and Ubon Ratchathani in the Northeast, and Nakorn Si 

Thammarat, Surat Thani, Pattani and Songkhla in the South. 

 

Figure 2.1-2 Paa Yok Din Thong (Kunchiang5dao, 2005) 

 

Mudmee is a rhombic patterns textiles, also called Ikat. It is the process of 

wrapping the yarns on the non-dyeing color region and this is done before dyeing and 

weaving. The yarns is needed to be dyed many times from lighter to darker colors until 

the design was completed, it is done before weaving process. Paa Mudmee is produced in 

almost all provinces in the northeast of Thailand; Khon Kaen, Surin, Roi Et, Burirum, 

and Sisaket. 

 

Figure 2.1-3 Paa Mudmee from Chaiyaphum (Isan club, 2007) 
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Tapestry weave (Paa Koh or Paa Luang) is a weaving technique where the yarns 

are not taken from selvage to selvage, but are isolated to areas of color to create the 

patterns (The Bank of Thailand Museum). This weaving technique uses various colored-

yarns to complete a textile piece as part of the whole cloth. These are woven like plain 

weave where hooks and dove-tails are used to bond the yarns tightly at junctures. Many 

complex and intricate patterns are created using this technique. Most of Paa Koh or Paa 

Luang is woven in the north of Thailand; mostly in Nan, Chiang Rai, and Phayao. 

 

Figure 2.1-4 Paa Koh or Paa Luang from Nan 

(Textile Museum Naresuan University, 2008) 
 

Tabby weave is a basic weaving technique which is easier to study than the 

others. It requires only two shafts which can be the same or different colors of yarns. The 

colors are also important for Paa Puen because each color has its own meaning and is 

reserved for some special occasions; for example, red for silk as raw material is used on a 

ceremonial occasion and indigo for cotton as raw material used for working in daily life. 

In addition, Paa Puen is woven in all parts of Thailand and different area can be in many 

different styles. 

 

Figure 2.1-5 Paa Puen: Squirrel fabric; Sin Mai Hangkarok from Nakhon Ratchasima  

(The Bank of Thailand Museum)  
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The last weaving technique of traditional Thai textiles is Jok which the project is 

directed to. Jok weaving in Thailand is generally woven as Dteen Jok or in the bottom 

part of a cloth to connect with the main part of a cloth or Tua Sin and it is called Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok. More details on this particular textile are illustrated in the next section. 

 

Figure 2.1-6 Paa Sin Dteen Jok from Sukhothai (Maejo University) 

 

2.2 Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

This section outlines the culture of Tai Phuan people, what makes Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok different from other traditional Thai textiles, the ritual difference in patterns of Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok of Haad Siew, and the traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 

 

2.2.1 Culture of Tai Phuan, at Haad Siew   

The Tai Phuan people migrated from Phuan state of Laos during the period of 

King Nangklao (Rama III) since 1844. They migrated out in the northern, northeast and 

central areas such as Nong Khai, Udon Thani, Sukhothai, Phrae, and Saraburi (Sukhothai 

Thammathirat Open University, 2012). Tai Phuan people often named their new 

settlements in Thailand similarly to their original village’s name from Laos for example, 

the name of Baan Haad Siew, Sukhothai was brought from their own village at Muang 

Chiang Kwang, Laos (Sathorn Gold Textiles Museum, 2012). 

Haad Siew was one of the areas that Tai Phuan immigrated to, located in Si 

Satchanalai district, Sukhothai province, Northern Thailand (Sathorn Gold Textiles 

Museum, 2012). Haad Siew subdistrict consist of five villages which are Baan Haad 

Siew-North, Baan Haad Siew-South, Baan Haad Soong, Baan Mai, Baan Pa Phai (Haad 

Siew subdistrict municipality). Most of villagers in Haad Siew are still maintaining their 

traditional culture, especially the traditional weaving technique to weaving the traditional 

Thai textiles called ‘Paa Sin Dteen Jok’, the most distinctive and renowned textiles of Tai 
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Phuan in Haad Siew subdistrict which is fabricated via indigenous processes and designs 

according to the folk wisdom techniques (Ramkhamhaeng University, 2003). 

 

2.2.2 What makes Paa Sin Dteen Jok different from other traditional Thai textiles 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok is a type of traditional Thai textile called Paa Sin. There are 

many kind of Paa Sin depending on the different localities. Each locality differs in the 

size, the way to wear and the pattern of Paa Sin. Paa Sin is usually worn in Laos and 

Thailand especially in the North, Northeast and Central of Thailand. Paa Sin was one of 

the prides of Thai women and the weaving is usually done at the home by women. 

Mothers teach her daughters to practice the skill of weaving until becoming more 

proficient where they can weave beautiful Sin to use in the special event such as wedding 

and religious traditions (Cultural Information Center, 2011). 

The tube skirt or Paa Sin are often divided into two types: Normal Sin that are 

commonly used in home and workplaces mostly use stripes pattern or no pattern woven 

with cotton or yarn mill; the second type is specialty Sin which are used on special 

events, and these are usally made from delicate weaving process, have the great pattern, 

colorful and takes a long time to be made in the weaving process. Paa Sin design 

structure is composed of three parts; Hua Sin, Tua Sin, and Dteen Sin. Hua Sin or waist 

band is the top part of Sin which is 12 inch width, usually be white, red or brown color. 

Tua Sin or main body is the middle part of Sin which have different styles in different 

places. Dteen Sin or Cherng Sin is the bottom part of Sin which can be found in different 

styles and designs. The hem piece of Dteen Sin can be red or black. The red color 

symbolizes the girls who still single while black color mean that women have been 

married (Textile Museum Naresuan University, 2008). These three sections makes Paa 

Sin distinctive from other traditional Thai textiles which does not have clear sections. 

 

         

Figure 2.2.2-1 Paa Sin Dteen Jok Haad Siew, Sukhothai 
 

Hua Sin (หวัซิน่) 

Tua Sin (ตวัซิน่) 

Dteen Sin (ตนีซิน่) 
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The words Dteen Jok, Dteen refers to Cherng Sin or bottom section of Sin, while 

Jok is Lao language which means to pick out. Tai Phuan people have been using Jok 

weaving technique to make border strips of traditional Paa Sin by using a porcupine quill 

stick (ขนเม่น) or wooden stick to pick out certain yarn. Paa Sin Dteen Jok woven by the 

villagers are normally intended to be used as sarongs or skirts. Many beautiful patterns on 

the Paa Sin Dteen Jok are made to show the position of the wearer.  

Paa Sin Dteen Jok consists of main and minor patterns. The main patterns are the 

biggest patterns and must be located in the middle of Paa Sin while minor patterns have 

to be on the top and bottom parts of main patterns. There are nine main patterns of Dteen 

Jok from  Haad Siew village which are Kluer-Noi (เครอืนอ้ย), Kluer-Klang (เครอืกลาง), 
Kluer-Yai (เครอืใหญ)่, Mon-Sib-Hok (มนสบิหก), Sib-Song-Nuay-Tad (สบิสองหน่วยตดั), 

Paad-Khor (แปดขอ), Sii-Khor (สีข่อ), Naam-Ang (น า้อา่ง), and Song-Thong (สองทอ้ง) 
(Sathorn Gold Textiles Museum, 2012).  

 

 
Kluer-Noi (เครอืนอ้ย) 

The pattern is an easy 

pattern to weave, the 

weavers usually ask 

teenages to try this pattern 

as an introduction to 

weaving. 

 
Kluer-Klang (เครอืกลาง) 
The pattern is similar to 

Kluer-Noi, but still differs 

on the longer length of 

Kluer. Most of the weavers 

do not weave this pattern 

because it is hard and will 

get messier at the back of 

Paa Sin. 

 
Kluer-Yai (เครอืใหญ)่ 

The pattern is bigger than 

Kluer-Klang and it has a 

flower in the middle of 

Kluer. 

 
Mon-Sib-Hok (มนสบิหก) 

The pattern is similar as 

the general Dteen Jok 

pattern, but it has sixteen 

angles (Khor) on the 

pattern and it is weaved 

with two colors; green and 

yellow. 

 
Sib-Song-Nuay-Tad 

(สบิสองหน่วยตดั) 

The pattern has twelve 

angles (Khor) and have  

circular-like patterns. 

 
Paad-Khor (แปดขอ) 

The pattern is similar to 

Mon-Sib-Hok, but it is 

resized to be smaller and 

uses yellow and black 

spindles to weave. 
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Sii-Khor (สีข่อ) 

The pattern is preferably 

worn by girls and it is 

originally from Haad Siew 

village. 

 
Naam-Ang (น า้อา่ง) 
The pattern has two birds 

holding one flower together 

in the middle of pattern and 

the birds are on the basin.  

 
Song-Thong (สองทอ้ง) 
The pattern is unlike the 

other eight patterns 

because this pattern needs 

two different colored of 

spindles; black and red. 

Figure 2.2.2-2 Main patterns of Dteen Jok Haad Siew 

(Sathorn Gold Textiles Museum, 2012) 
 
 

Apart from main patterns, there are minor patterns that helps decorate and make 

main patterns more outstanding. Minor patterns also can be classified into three groups; 

animal shapes, plant shapes, and geometric shapes.  
 

 
Nok-Koum (นกคุม้) 

 

 
Nok-Khab (นกคาบ) 

 
Dork-Mhee (ดอกหมี)่ 

 
Nok-Moo (นกหมู่) 

 

 
Kluer-Khor (เครอืขอ) 

 
Ngoe (โงะ๊) 

 
Soy-Mhak (สรอ้ยหมาก) 

 
Soy-Sa (สรอ้ยสา) 

 
Fun-Pla (ฟันปลา) 

 

Figure 2.2.2-3 Minor patterns of Dteen Jok Haad Siew 

(Sathorn Gold Textiles Museum, 2012). 
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2.2.3 The ritual difference in patterns of Paa Sin Dteen Jok Haad Siew 

Paa Sin Haad Siew weaving technique, Jok, are done differently in each area. Jok 

Haad Siew uses the front of the fabric facing up when weaving while other Jok weaving 

groups in Thailand such as Tai Yuan in Ratchaburi, Tai Kang in Supanburi, Mae Chaem, 

Chiang Mai, Phrae, Uthai thani, Chainart, Phichit and Phu Tai Baan Phon in Kalasin 

weaves on the back of the fabric that is facing up (Intangible Cultural Heritage, 2009). 
 

 
Figure 2.2.3-1 Dteen Jok Haad Siew 

weaving technique (Khunkru Ratchata, 

2012) 
 

 
Figure 2.2.3-2  Others Dteen Jok weaving 

technique (Kru Bua) 

2.2.4 The traditional production process  

The traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok consists of three main 

parts which are cotton yarns preparation, natural dyeing, and the weaving process. 
 

2.2.4.1 Cotton yarns preparation 

 

1. Keb Fai (Cotton collection) 

The cotton are picked up when it is fully 

grown. Cotton takes a long time to grow 

and can be collected after six to seven 

months (Suntree Weaving Center). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.1-1 Cotton collection 
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2. Toon Fai (Cotton drying) 

The cotton flower are brought from the 

cotton trees and then dried with sunlight 

(Suntree Weaving Center). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.1-2 Cotton drying 

 

3. Aew Fai (Seeding out) 

The cotton seeds are separated from the 

cotton flower during this process (Suntree 

Weaving Center). 
 

 
Figure 2.2.4.1-3 Seeding out 

 

4. Ying Fai (Willowing) 

The cotton are shot and flip with a Gong 

(a kind of equipment for shooting/flipping 

the cotton) to make it fluffy and separate 

the fiber, and therefore making it more 

manageable (Panyaden School). 

 
 

Figure 2.2.4.1-4 Willowing 

 

5. Lom Fai (Cotton rolling) 

The cotton wool are spread and rolled into 

a 10 cm tube. (Suntree Weaving Center) 

 
Figure 2.2.4.1-5 Cotton rolling 
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6. Khen Fai (Cotton spinning) 

Cotton fibers are pulled from the wool of 

the cottontail into lines, then it is spin and 

twist to make it strong by spinning-wheel 

(Panyaden School). 

 
 
  

Figure 2.2.4.1-6 Cotton spinning 

 

7. Pea Fai (Collecting yarn) 

The yarns are wrap together with Pea Fai 

to make the cotton into pieces called Jai 

(Suntree Weaving Center). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.1-7 Collecting yarn 

 

After cotton yarn is fabricated, the natural dyeing process is conducted.   

 

2.2.4.2 Natural dyeing 

These types of dyes used in the natural dyeing process are mostly obtained from 

natural sources for example roots, leaves, fruits and flowers. Normally, natural dyeing are 

done after the yarns are collected but before the weaving process. Using different colors 

makes pattern designing easier. There are two methods of natural dyeing: 
 

Cold dyeing can be done by soaking, 

fermentation, or color dilution from cold water and 

then dyeing. There are various ingredients for 

dyeing such as indigo leaf. The fermentation 

process is delicate, complicated and takes time. 

Cold dyeing from natural color comes from leaves, 

flowers and fruits from different kinds of plants 

(Pioneer Thinking).  
Figure 2.2.4.2-1 Cold dyeing 

(D’Source) 
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Hot dyeing is the usual way of dyeing 

cotton fiber. Bark, roots and heartwood are 

regularly used for hot dyeing by boiling them to 

extract the color. Then, it is left until cool before 

dyeing or boiling the fiber in hot water (Pioneer 

Thinking). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.2-2 Hot dyeing 

After natural dyeing, the wrapped yarn was soaked in rice water (Naam Khao Fai) 

to make the yarn stronger and absorb better color. This step called How Naam Khao Fai. 

Then, beaten the yarn with wood stick and then dried by sunlight (Suntree Weaving 

Center). Once the dyed cotton yarn, the main raw material in the production of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok is prepared, the weaving process can then begin. 
 

 
Figure 2.2.4.2-3 the finished dyed cotton yarns 
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2.2.4.3 Weaving process 

1. Kuak Fai 

The yarn that was dried together was 

connected together (Suntree Weaving 

Center). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.3-1 Kuak Fai 

 

2. Kon Hoo 

This process includes warping the yarns 

together (Suntree Weaving Center). 

 

 
Figure 2.2.4.3-2 Kon Hoo 

 

3. Sueb Hook 

The yarn was connected to the frame. 

Connected the new stand-up cotton with 

old stand-up cotton (Suntree Weaving 

Center). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.3-3 Sueb Hook 

 

4. Dteen Jok Weaving 

Dteen Jok Haad Siew fabric uses 

porcupine quills in this process which is 

different from the other communities 

(Suntree Weaving Center). 

 
Figure 2.2.4.3-4 Dteen Jok 

Weaving 
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2.3 The challenges of the traditional production process in preparing 

the raw materials 

The two main challenges in the traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen  

Jok are cotton yarn preparation and the natural dyeing process. 
 

2.3.1 Cotton yarn preparation 

 

Cotton yarn fabrication or Khen Fai (เข็นฝ้าย) is the sixth step in the preparation 

of cotton yarn according to the traditional Thai cotton textiles production as mentioned 

earlier. It is known to be the most complicated and time consuming step, which require 

patience and highly skilled labor. The quality of the produced cotton yarn will depend 

solely techniques of the artisan’s hand motion on the equipment; the left hand is used in 

pulling the cotton yarn and the right in turning the simple mechanical wooden device. If 

the artisan is able to cooperate their hands properly, the fabricated cotton yarn will appear 

smoother and the productivity will also be higher. On average, it takes approximately 6-8 

hours to fabricate one skein of cotton yarn.  Two to three skeins of cotton yarn are needed 

to make one piece of average Thai tube skirt or Paa Sin; this depends on the complexity 

of the patterns used in the particular Paa Sin.  
 

The design of the traditional device used to fabricate cotton yarn was intended for 

the artisan to sit on the floor while performing the task. The motion and posture that the 

artisans have to perform is, however, unfavorable toward the textile’s backbone structure. 

Back pain is known to be one of the common symptoms the traditional textiles artisans 

gets from working too much at this process. 

 

With these challenges which are not productive, time consuming, and difficult, 

local artisans of Haad Siew subdistrict in Sukhothai have replaced the cotton yarn 

preparation process by acquiring the materials made directly from factories to save their 

time.   
 

2.3.2 The natural dye 
 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, natural dyeing is conducted by boiling yarns 

of cotton with parts of specific plants and trees, such as roots, seeds, trunks and flowers, 

and secretions from insects, such as lac. The acquisition of the various components is a 

very crucial step as the artisans will need to use specific item for each color. For example, 

local artisans in Sukhothai would produce natural red dye by making use of the sticklac, a 

resin-like secretion of lac insects that encrusts the insects’ bodies. 
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However, with the emergence of synthetic dyes, the production of sticklac has 

declined. The local artisans then have to seek alternatives to sticklac within the area. 

Nevertheless, according to the interview with Ms. Raveevan Khanadnid, a deputy leader 

of the Haad Siew Weaving Center, they are yet to discover any alternatives. As red is one 

of the major colors in the patterns of Paa Sin Dteen Jok, the artisans have no choice but 

to use synthetic dyes instead.    

 

As the producers cannot find the raw materials for the red dyes they turned to 

utilize synthetic dyes instead. The issue comes from the villagers not having enough 

incentive to search for the raw materials in which they have to options to import the 

materials available from other province in the country. 

 

As synthetic dye was developed to be more effective than natural dye, synthetic 

dye then has better properties than the natural dye in many ways. For example, with 

synthetic dye, producers have options for wider spectrum of colors (Queen Sirikit 

Department of Sericulture, 2013) and standardization of dye colors can also be easily 

managed. Nevertheless, the components in these synthetic dyes are chemicals. After the 

dyeing process, water used during the process will be contaminated with chemicals 

(Suesat, C., 2010). This discharged water usually contains heavy metals and has high 

alkalinity (Department of Industrial Works, 2009). Department of Industry Works also 

reported that there are some factories, which are unable to treat the discharged water 

according to the established standards. There is a controversy, however, that if a higher 

standard on Textiles Dyeing Industry were determined, the production cost would be 

higher and could make Thai textiles industry less competitive in the global market 

(Department of Industrial Works, 2009). In summary, the team discerns that there are 

alternatives of existing raw materials for natural dyes so it is not an issue that require our 

assistance. 

 

2.4 Current alternatives to the traditional production process 

Due to the insufficient productivity and complexity of the certain procedures 

within the traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok, artisans have substituted 

various procedures by acquiring raw materials directly from factories and neglecting the 

use of the traditional production process. This results in the discontinuation of indigenous 

handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. As the ready-to-use chemical dyed cotton yarns are 

widely offered and supplied by factories within Thailand, artisans then lack the incentive 

to continue their rituals and seek convenience by utilizing these ready-made materials to 

create their products.     
 

Cotton yarn fabrication is the key point that affects the loss of traditional 

handcrafted production process. As cotton fabrication, known to be a labor and time 

consuming process, is a necessary set of procedures for all traditional Thai cotton textiles 
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production. Therefore, research projects and competitions on the invention of the 

facilitating devices have been conducted by several universities and colleges around 

Thailand. These mechanical inventions were created to assist the fabrication of cotton 

while retaining the value of being handcrafted. 
 

Chiang Mai University had created a project called ‘Fai Gaem Mai’ at the 

Institute of Science and Technology to help Thai textile producer groups improve the 

various and distinctive production processes and their product. One of their objectives 

was to develop innovations for improving local textile quality and products so that it 

would be able to compete in the changing markets as well as to make local textile 

production a viable part of it while considering the King’s sufficiency economy model. 

So, to achieve this objective they built a labor saving device to reduce the time 

consuming process (Science and Technology Research Institute, 2000). The picture 

below illustrates the device made by the university. 
 

 
Figure 2.4-1 Khen Fai Medleri Charka 

 
 

 

 

 

 

This device is called Khen Fai Medleri Charka, it is used in the cotton spinning 

process. It was made by the Institute of Science and Technology from Chiang Mai 

University. 
 

Contact: Research Center building 2, floor 1, room 239. 

Telephone number: 053-943615 (Musikajaroen, A., 2014). 
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Nopparat Chantha, Thapanun Ounbaan, and Piyawat Moonguntaa, the students of 

Lamphun Technical College has designed and built a cotton spin machine called 

‘Automatic Cotton Skein Spinning Machine’ for a science project. The machine operates 

by an electric motor and can produce 100 grams of cotton yarn in 42 minutes which is 

approximately the same time as the normal process. The advantages comes from the 

machine allowing the weaver to sit in a better poister which is more safe toward their 

well being (Lumphun Technical College, 2014). 
 

 
Figure 2.4-2 Automatic Cotton Skein Spinning Machine 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Electric cotton gin model was invented by Chalermchai Khothapat and 

Yhasinthorn Inprom from Phayao Technical College. They invented new cotton gin 

equipment for both research and competition. The device uses electricity to help facilitate 

the amount of labor force put in spinning the equipment. As a consequence, the amount 

of time used on this step in cotton processing is substantially decreased (Khothapat, C., 

2013). 
 

   
Figure 2.4-3 Electric Cotton Gin Seed Separating Machine 

Contact: Somnuek Mungara (advisor), Phone number: 0841690401, Chusri 

Mungara 0825319698, Grongjai Inpibaan 0837635341 from Lumphun Technical 

College, Telephone number: 053-511073 (Lumphun Technical College, 2014) 
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In conclusion, several associations have been trying to invent new labor saving 

device for Thai textile production process as they realize the effectiveness and drawbacks 

of the production process which is time consuming as well as causing health risk such as 

backache. With these drawbacks, people turn away from the traditional production 

process as they do not have the incentive in continuing the process. In order to solve this 

issue, devices are created as alternative equipments to help solve all these problem ofthe 

traditional production process. 

 

2.5 Demand stimulation of traditionally produced product 

Since the provision of the facilitating devices alone would not encourage artisans 

to return to pursue their traditional production process, the demand towards products 

must also be stimulated. Her Majesty Queen Sirikit has initialized The Royal Peacock 

certification trademark for Thai silk with the intention to not only control the quality of 

Thai silk but to also preserve heritage cultures of Thai’s folk wisdoms. 
 

The Queen Sirikit Department of Sericulture has set up ‘The Royal Peacock logo’ 

to authenticate Thai silk and certify it as a trademark for producers to meet a defined Thai 

silk standards such as the products must be produced only in Thailand. Hence, the Royal 

Peacock logo serves to enhance and stimulate customers’ confidence when purchasing 

Thai silk products and also help them to recognize what grade of silk they are buying. 

There are four grades of silk fabrics namely, Royal Thai silk (gold), Classic Thai Silk 

(silver), Thai Silk (blue), and Thai Silk Blend (green). Each color is classified based on 

the specific types of silk, quality of raw materials, and the production process (The Queen 

Sirikit Department of Sericulture, 2014). 
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Table 2.5-1 The different colored Royal Peacock logo 
 

The Royal Peacock logo  Description 

 

The Gold Peacock logo 

(The premium Royal Thai Silk logo) 
 

It is used for the finest Thai silk yarn as their raw 

material, natural dying and the whole product itself 

is made solely by the traditional processes. 

 

The Silver Peacock logo 

(The Classic Thai Silk) 
 

It is used for the silk products of both traditional 

and applied processes. 

 

The Blue Peacock logo  

(Thai Silk) 
 

It is used for the silk products of traditional 

processes that have been adapted for practicality 

and commercial viability and the dyes could be 

made from natural or green chemical. 

 

The Green Peacock logo 

(Thai Silk Blend) 
 

It is used for silk products of a mixture of traditional 

and modern processes in its patterns and colors. It is 

also used pure silk to blend with natural or synthetic 

fibers.  
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CHAPTER 3: Methodology 

The information collection methods were in the forms of interviews and 

observation. These two procedures allowed us to get the most accurate and reliable data 

to fulfill four of the team’s objectives. 

The ultimate goal of this project was to induce the production of 100% 

handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, which could capture the attention of the upper market 

that has higher purchasing power. This would escalate the perceived value as well as 

preserve the traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok.  In order to stimulate 

the production of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, it was our intention to identify 

the additional causes in the lost popularity of Paa Sin Dteen Jok traditional production 

process in Haad Siew subdistrict, Sukhothai province and to determine promotional 

methods that would contribute on increasing the appreciation of the general public 

towards traditionally handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. To achieve the project’s goal of 

assisting the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Arts to revive and preserve the traditional 

textile ‘Paa Sin Dteen Jok’ the team has came up with four objectives which would be 

further detailed in the methodology section. 

The objectives are: 

1. To understand public perception and appreciation of 100% handcrafted textiles  

2. To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to increase public appreciation 

100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

3. To identify the problems and limitations of the traditional handcrafted production 

process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

4. To determine ways to preserve the unique handcrafted procedures of indigenous 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok within the Haad Siew community for the next generations 
 

The methods described below were designed to help us achieve each of these 

objectives. 
 

3.1 To understand public perception and appreciation of 100% 

handcrafted textiles 

Before the team proceeded to achieve the goal of preserving traditional 

handcrafted process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok, it was vital that the team first identify the 

perception of the public towards 100% handcrafted textiles. This initial objective was 

important as the team needed to confirm the present customers demand for 100% 

handcrafted in order to ensure feasibility of the success of such product. The 
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methodology in this objective was primarily to conduct survey on both the general public 

and potential customers of traditional cotton textile. 
 

3.1.1 Survey of Potential Paa Sin Dteen Jok customers 
A questionnaire survey was conducted to determine the preference of both the 

general public and potential traditional cotton textile customers. Both sample groups of 

the population were surveyed in order to identify potential differences in perspectives and 

perceptions of each population group. This data would direct the team in suggesting 

realistic and effective recommendations for the community and the sponsor. 

The first question the team had asked in the survey was the age of the sample; this 

is done in order to identify the demographic trends. The overall boundary of our 

questions was to ask whether the sample has ever purchased traditional textile before, 

sample’s preferences on entirely handcrafted textiles, as well as sample’s opinion on its 

quality and price. 

Foreigners as well as Thais were included in our sample population as they are 

also potential customers. In addition, the amount of people surveyed was not fixed and 

depended on the time spent at particular location. The team conducted surveys in 

locations around Bangkok famous for Thai textiles namely, JJ Market, The Old Siam 

Plaza, Chamchuri Square and MBK Center. The survey data gathered were assumed to be 

the data from potential or current target market. Two of these, JJ Market and The Old 

Siam Plaza were selected as both locations comprise of several traditional Thai textiles 

shops. The survey on general public was conducted at; Chamchuri Square which is 

mostly populated with wide ranging age group of office workers, and MBK Center, a 

general multi-retail stores shopping center, which attracts all kinds of shoppers. 

The team also conducted survey in the online forums popular among individuals 

who are interested in Thai textiles and/or Thai cultures. The same set of questionnaire 

was incorporated into Google Forms and the link to the forms was sent to specific forums 

in Facebook namely ‘Toh Fah Paa Thai (ทอฟ้าผา้ไทย)’ and ‘Paa Lae Sing Tuk Tor Thai 

(ผา้และสิง่ถกัทอไทย)’. These forums were chosen as the team found that the pages meets 

our expectation containing a substantial amount of sample population who are interested 

in purchasing traditional Thai textiles. The online survey was also conducted via social 

media as another means to reach the general public. 
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3.2 To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to increase public 

appreciation of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

 It was vital to find a manageable yet effective way to encourage customers to 

recognize and appreciate 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok. As the team had 

previously found from the survey that high portion of the population are unaware of the 

complex traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok, the team then proceeded to 

find ways to increase this awareness. The team had found ways to inform customers on 

the differences between 100% handcrafted and partially handcrafted textiles as well as 

signified the benefits that local weavers at Haad Siew are going to receive if there is an 

increase in demand towards full handcrafted products. The team had utilized the method 

of interview to identify the different attributes of Paa Sin Dteen Jok that are made via 

entirely handcrafted versus partially handcrafted production process. Then for the next 

part, archival research was used to find the possible strategies that are effective in 

delivering information to the customers followed by a SWOT analysis to continue the 

analysis. Lastly a questionnaire was conducted to confirm that the chosen media is most 

effective for communicating our message to target consumers. 

 

3.2.1 Interview with the woven Thai ethnic textile specialists 
To achieve the objective, investigations on ways to make the customers 

distinguish between 100% handcrafted and partially handcrafted products must be made. 

However, in order to do so, the team had to understand thoroughly on the difference and 

any affiliating facts between mill-spun and hand-spun textiles. The team gathered this 

knowledge by conducting interviews with experts from the Thai textiles industry namely; 

Mr. Joe Suthirat, a textiles expert from the Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles; Ms. 

Phraeva Rujinarong, a textiles expert and product design at The Queen Sirikit 

Department of Sericulture; Mr. Udom Riantrakool, a member in the Thai Textiles Society 

and a traditional Thai textiles shop owner at Siam Paragon, a traditional Thai textiles 

collector. The interviews with these three experts are valuable as each of them has 

different positions in the area of traditional Thai textiles and can offer ideas and 

suggestions to help the team. 

The goal of the interview was to find sufficient information in order to know all 

the attributes of the cotton Paa Sin that are different from each others when crafted. 

Technical information was asked specifically in order for the team to fully understand the 

differences. Semi-structured interview was used in this step so that the information 

received was not limited by the questions prepared and the answer would be unbounded 

to gain a complete set of information. The data received from this part was crucial, as it 

would be incorporated into the marketing model derived in the next step. 
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3.2.2 Research and analysis on strategy of highest potential in effectively delivering 

the message to the target market 
The team conducted archival research on journals and published papers to find 

methods of communication such as brochures or posters from textile companies. This 

was done to determine strategies with the highest potential in effectively delivering the 

message to the target market. The team took in mind the financial and labor input 

limitations that the sponsor and the local handicraft center have, which would lead to a 

realistic yet effective approach. In order to deeply analyze the models, a detailed 

assessment on the attributes of the models was conducted.  

The team used the method of the SWOT analysis to help evaluate each models. 

The SWOT analysis was useful as it aided in identifying the internal and external factors 

that were favorable or unfavorable to achieve a particular objective. The internal factors 

that the team looked at through this analysis method were the strength and weakness of 

the model that gives advantages and disadvantages over the others. For the external 

factor, this analysis looked at the opportunities the model has that could be exploited to 

its advantage, and the threats or elements in the environment that could lead to difficulty 

for the model to work. 

 

3.2.3 Validation of the selected promotional strategy via questionnaire 
Once the team had identified the potential promotional strategy through research 

and analysis, the next step was to validate if the stated strategy would be appropriate for 

utilization in the intended environment.  In order to proceed, the team had utilized the 

method of online questionnaire to determine the statistical data on the population’s 

preference toward the chosen media of communication. An online questionnaire was 

given out through random sampling focusing on population range with the age of 35 or 

more. This was the chosen age group as from the first objective, the team had found that 

a substantially large portion of the recipients with the age of 35 or more prefer to buy the 

product compared the younger recipients. Results from the questionnaire were analyzed 

in the data analysis section in order to statistically confirm that whether the 

communication media would work effectively in the chosen market or not. The outcomes 

from this section allowed the team to proceed with the development of the chosen media. 

 

3.2.4 Development on a marketing strategy 
Additional research was completed in order to effectively develop the 

communication media. The team had identified the most effective characteristics of the 

selected medium and had developed additional adjustments on increasing the medium’s 

advantageous attributes. Data from interviews, site assessments, and surveys conducted 

by the team was integrated into the media so that it would link to the aspects needed to be 

addressed. This was done in order to modify the media to suit the project’s goal. Lastly, 
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the team ensured that there was enough information to be incorporated into the media so 

that it could be implemented effectively and successfully. 
 

3.3 To identify problems and limitations of the traditional handcrafted 

production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

The team first identified the reasons behind the local artisan’s preference toward 

ready-made cotton yarns as opposed to creating their own yarns through the traditional 

handcraft production procedures. The necessary information was gained mainly through 

the process of conducting interviews. The team interviewed the villagers individually 

instead of conducting a group interview in order to minimize the effect of peer pressure. 

Members of the team approached the villagers in pairs to make sure that the villagers 

were not stressed from being interviewed by a large group. On the day of the visit, 

convenience sampling was used as the team was not able to predict the population of 

sample group who were available at the day of the site visit. 

As there might be facts that the team did not expect to learn or have previously 

came across to, semi-structured interviews were utilized. This particular interviewing 

structure encourages two-ways communication between the interviewer and interviewee 

as well as utilizing both open-ended and closed ended questions. The open-ended 

questions allowed the interviewers to receive extensive amount of information, whereas 

closed-ended questions allowed the team to validate crucial facts. All interviews were 

both noted by one of the team members and electronically recorded to ensure the 

accuracy of the data. 

3.3.1 Interviews with the villagers and staffs at local handicraft center      
Artisans currently weaving Paa Sin Dteen Jok are located in three villages in 

Haad Siew subdistrict, Sukhothai. These villages are Haad Siew village, Haad Soong 

village and Baan Mhai village. Out of these villages the team had interviewed a total of 

11 villagers in which 5 are from Haad Siew village (out of 20 active weaving villagers), 

and 6 are from Haad Soong village (out of 30 active weaving villagers). Several 

individuals were interviewed in this part to avoid biased data.  

The questions asked were aimed to directly identify the problems and obstacles of 

the production process. The type of interview conducted at this location was semi-

structured which was to include both open and closed-ended questions prepared and 

thought up during the interview. This was done in order in order to allow the interviewees 

to elaborate more on the problem of the production process so that the team can gain 

more data and insight. Audio recordings were later written down on a transcript detailing 

the questions and answers directly as interviewed. In addition, photos were taken to prove 

that the interview was conducted with the interviewee approval. 
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3.3.2 Observations 
Observation and on-site assessments were conducted at the Weaving Center of 

Haad Siew subdistrict, as it was the only venue in the area that still demonstrates such 

production process. The team did a standard observation to develop full understanding of 

the production process as well as the setting and limitations of the area. The problematic 

areas and procedures in the production process was identified by the team through careful 

observation of the production facilities. Photos of the equipment as well as the artisans 

performing the tasks were taken so that it could be compared with the process used by 

other weaving villages. From our observations, the team was able to analyze that the 

production process was ineffective and could negatively affect attributes of the traditional 

textile. 

 

3.4 To determine ways to preserve the unique handcrafted procedures 

of indigenous Paa Sin Dteen Jok within the Haad Siew community for 

the next generations 

3.4.1 Archival research 
The first step was to determine an appropriate technology that is able to help 

improve the traditional handcrafted production process. The team gathered researched on 

models of the facilitating device(s) that is being used and/or has been developed to assist 

the traditional handcrafted production process. This was done to allow the team to 

recommend feasible and suitable device(s) to facilitate the traditional production process 

at the weaving villages in Haad Siew subdistrict. 

 

3.4.2 Interview with the associate of the appropriate facilitating device 
After the team was equipped with adequate information, we selected a facilitating 

device based on its effectiveness in assisting the traditional handcrafted production 

process as well as the suitability of the location where the associate is based, to ensure 

ease of the device’s deliveries and maintenances. The team then made contact with the 

associate of the particular model via conference telephone call in order to determine the 

willingness of the associate in supplying the device to the villages in Haad Siew along 

with the prices and further information on the device. The interview questions that the 

team had conducted were concise and direct, as the interview was made through phone 

call, which can be quite challenging as interviewee can be easily distracted. The main 

questions asked were: 

1. Is your facilitating device for sale? 

2. Have any active weaving villages in Thailand bought your device? 

3. How much is your facilitating device? 

4. Does the device require frequent maintenance? 
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5. How complicated is the mechanical parts in your device? Can standard mechanics 

maintain it? 

6. Has it been proven that your device are able to give higher productivity than the 

traditional textile production process? 

7. Does your device give the same or better quality of textile than the traditional 

textile production process? 

 

3.5 Summary 

The data which the team received from the interviews, surveys and archival 

research allowed the group to fulfill each objective which was first to understand the 

perception of 100% handcrafted textile products, second to recommend effective 

persuasion methods aim to increase public appreciation 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok, third to identify its problems and limitation and lastly, to determine ways to develop 

the process. 
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CHAPTER 4: Results and Analysis 

The findings described in this chapter follow the results gathered from each of our 

four objectives. A review of the objectives is listed below: 

 
1. To understand public perception and appreciation of 100% handcrafted textiles 

2. To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to increase public appreciation 

of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

3. To identify problems and limitations of the traditional handcrafted production 

process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

4. To determine ways to preserve the unique handcrafted procedures of indigenous 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok within the Haad Siew community for the next generations 

 
This chapter begins with the approach the team has taken to identify the 

perception and appreciation of the public for Thai textiles through hand-written surveys 

conducted at four locations in Bangkok and online survey through Thai textiles forums 

on Facebook. Once this information was gathered, the team analyzed the most suitable 

strategy which would help persuade customers of the 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok to appreciate the product. 

 

4.1 Objective 1: To understand public perception and appreciation of 

100% handcrafted textiles 

The team established five research questions in order to analyze the collected data 

to clearly understand the perception of the public.  

 

4.1.1 Research question 1 

Is traditional Thai textile popular among the public? Does demographic factor have 

influence on the demand towards Thai textiles? 
 

From the first question (section 2) in our questionnaire survey (see Appendix B): 

Have you ever purchased any traditional Thai textile? We have found that, of 582 

samples, 384 samples or 66% have purchased traditional Thai textile before. This means 

that presently there is a considerable consumer market for the traditional Thai textiles 

industry. On the other hand, there are still rooms for the market to expand to the other 

34% of the population.  
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Figure 4.1.1-1 Distribution of the population that has and has never purchased traditional 

Thai textiles categorized by age  

Figure 4.1.1-2 Distribution of the population that has and has never purchased traditional 

Thai textiles categorized by occupation 
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Figure 4.1.1-3 Distribution of the population that has and has never purchased traditional 

Thai textiles categorized by income 

 

 
Figure 4.1.1-4 Distribution of the population that has and has never purchased traditional 

Thai textiles categorized by level of education 
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Finding #1: Majority of the public has purchased traditional Thai textile before 

According to the graph of figure 4.1.1-1, in general, there is a positive correlation 

relationship between population distribution who has purchased traditional Thai textiles 

and age range. The age range of 45-60 and beyond 60 years old have highest population 

distributions that have purchased traditional Thai textiles of 88% and 83%, respectively. 

This result suggests that elder population would more likely to purchase traditional Thai 

textiles. t-test was conducted to see whether the suggestion of the results was true. The 

population with age of 35 and higher was classified as the elder population while the 

population of age lower than 35 was classified as the younger population. The obtained t 

value was -7.906 and P value of <0.05 which confirms that the elder population has a 

significantly different purchasing manner to the younger population with a 95% 

confidence percentage. Therefore the elder population is more likely to purchase 

traditional Thai textiles comparing to the younger population. 

 
Finding #2: Elder population is more probable to purchase traditional Thai textiles 
 The graph of figure 4.1.1.-1 indicates that more than 80% of the population from 

the age range of more than 40 years old have purchased traditional Thai textiles before. 

The graph shows a trend where the percentage people who have purchased traditional 

textiles in each age range decrease as age decrease. This demonstrates that the aging 

populations are more likely to purchase traditional Thai textiles. 

 
Finding #3: Occupation and level of education have no effects on the purchase 

manner of the population for the traditional Thai textiles 
Figure 4.1.1-2 and 4.1.1-4, shows no relationship between occupation and level of 

education of the population affecting the purchases of traditional Thai textiles. As in both 

graphs, each variables has varying percentage and does not indicate a trend or 

relationship with each other.    

 
Finding #4: Population of higher salary is more probable to purchase traditional 

Thai textiles  

 From the graph of figures 4.1.1-3, the overall trend of the analysis shows an 

increase of population distribution in relation to the increase in salary. The population 

with salary of more than 50,000 Baht has 82%of samples that have purchased traditional 

Thai textiles before while only 45% of the population that has salary of less than 10,000 

Baht has previously purchased traditional Thai textiles. This data proposes that the 

populations with higher income are more likely to purchase traditional Thai 

textiles.  According to the National Statistic Office of Thailand, the average income of 

citizens in Bangkok in 2013 is 16,593 Baht, the team therefore classified salary range of 

20,001 Baht or more to be the higher salary range while salary of less than 20,001 to be 

the lower range. Confirmation of the proposition was made via t-test. The obtained t 

value was -5.699 and P value of < 0.05 verified that the population of higher salary has 

significantly different purchasing manner than that of the lower salary with a 95% 
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confidence percentage. This concludes that the population with higher income is more 

likely to purchase traditional Thai textiles than the population with lower income.     

 

4.1.2 Research question 2 

Is the public conscious of the Thai textiles? 
 

Finding #5: Half of the public is unaware of the traditional production process of 

Thai textiles     

Of the 582 samples, 271 samples (47%) are unaware of the traditional production 

process of Thai textiles. This denotes that approximately half of the population does not 

realize the complexity of the production process. This finding correlates to what the team 

has attained from the interview with Mrs. Suntree Kanardnid, Head of the Haad Siew 

Weaving Center, she mentioned “People nowadays do not know how Thai textiles are 

made and how complicated it is to make each one of them. Customers usually walk into 

the shop and moan about the relatively high price tags as they do not understand how 

much effort and time is needed to fabricate these textiles.”(see Appendix G)  

 

Finding #6: Half of the public is unable to distinguish the difference between hand-

spun cotton yarn to the mill-spun. 

From the 582 samples, 244 samples (42%) are able to distinguish the differences 

between hand-spun cotton yarn and mill-spun cotton yarn. Cotton yarn preparation is one 

of the procedures in the traditional production process of Thai textiles and if the cotton 

yarn is mill-spun, then the fabricated piece of textile would not be considered as 

traditionally handcrafted. According to an informal interview conducted with the owner 

of a Thai cotton textiles shop, Fai Kram, located at The Old Siam Plaza, the owner 

claims that “General customers usually cannot identify which piece of textiles is made 

from hand-spun cotton yarn, they will mostly ask for advices if they specifically wanted 

the textiles which is composed of hand-spun cotton yarn.” (see Appendix J) The surveyed 

data confirms that just about half of the population is unable to distinguish whether the 

particular Thai textile is entirely handcrafted or not. 
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4.1.3 Research question 3 

Does the public perceive the value of 100% handcrafted textiles? 

Figure 4.1.3-1 Population preference on textiles, which are produced via 100% 

handcrafted vs. non 100% handcrafted production process 

 

Finding #7: Majority of the public prefers hand-made production processes over 

machine-made 

From the fourth question (section 2) in the questionnaire survey (see Appendix 

A), according to the graph of figure 4.1.3-1, we have found that 498 samples or 86% of 

the participants prefers textiles, which are produced via 100% handcrafted production 

process compared to the minority which is 14%. 
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Figure 4.1.3-2 Distribution of the population, categorized by age range that prefers 

traditional Thai textiles, produced via 100% handcrafted vs. non-100% handcrafted 

production process  
 

 
Figure 4.1.3-3 Distribution of the population, categorized by income that prefers 

traditional Thai textiles, which are produced via 100% handcrafted vs. non-100% 

handcrafted production process 
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Finding #8: Salary and age of the population do not have any effects on the 

preference of the population towards 100% handcrafted textiles  

Even though, the analysis in section 4.1.1 Research question 1 denotes that salary 

and age were the two demographic factors that influence purchase manner of the 

population for the traditional Thai textiles, in contrast the graph of figures 4.1.3-2 and 

4.1.3-3 suggests that these demographic factors do not have any relationship with the 

preference on textiles of different production process. This is proven as from the graphs, 

asapproximately the same percentage of the sample population with different age and 

salary range show equal preference towards textiles, which is produced via 100% 

handcrafted production process.  

 

Figure 4.1.3-4 Willingness of the population to pay for 100% handcrafted textiles at 

greater prices  

 

Finding #9: Majority of the public is willing to pay more for 100% handcrafted Thai 

textiles 

According to 4.1.3-4, 86% of the 582 survey samples are willing to pay for 100% 

handcrafted textiles at greater prices than the non 100% handcrafted textiles. This means 

that the population is able to perceive some value in the product of such.  
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Figure 4.1.3-5 Distribution of the population willing to pay at greater prices for 100% 

handcrafted textiles at different multiples of price.  

 

Finding #10: The public is willing to pay at 2 times or less for 100% handcrafted 

Thai textiles 

From the figure 4.1.3-5, the analyzed data suggests that out of 502 samples who 

are willing to pay for 100% handcrafted textiles at greater prices, 46% and 42% are 

willing to pay 2 times more and less than 2 times, respectively, for the 100% handcrafted 

textiles.  
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4.1.4 Research question 4 

Does awareness of the traditional handcrafted production process affect purchase 

decision of the handcrafted textiles? 

 

 

Figure 4.1.4-1 Preference for textiles, which are produced via different process, of the 

population who are aware and unaware of the production process of Thai textiles. 

 

Finding #11: People who are aware of the traditional handcrafted production 

process of textiles would prefer the 100% handcrafted Thai textiles.  

The team have found that of the 53% or 311 samples who are aware of the 

traditional handcrafted production process from 4.1.2 Research question 2, 89% prefers 

handcrafted Thai textiles. While of the 311 samples (53%) who are unaware of the 

traditional handcrafted production process, 81% prefers handcrafted Thai textiles. The 

difference in handcrafted textile preference of the population who are aware of the Thai 

textiles production process is 8% higher than that of the population who are unaware of 

the Thai textiles production process. 

 The data indicate that the higher the number of population who are awareness of 

the production process, the more likely the population would prefer handcrafted textile. t-

test was conducted to verify whether the population who are aware and unaware of the 

production process would differently prefer the 100% handcrafted textile. The obtained t 

value was -2.825 and P value of < 0.05, this confirms that the preference of the 

population who is aware and unaware of the production process is significantly different 

with a 95% percentage of confidence.  

This could be because once one is aware of the complex, time-consuming and 

laborious procedures, one would appreciate the effort that was invested into a piece of 
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textiles and might therefore prefer the 100% handcrafted Thai textiles over the non 100% 

handcrafted. This correlates with the observation the team has made at Thailand Tourism 

Festival 2015 at The Lumpini Park where most Thai textiles shops displayed the loom 

used for weaving. “We try to show the customers how these traditional textiles were 

fabricated, so that they will realize how hard it is to make each piece of Paa Sin.” stated 

Mrs. Suntree Khanadnid, Head of The Haad Siew Weaving Center. (see Appendix B)     

 

 

Table 4.1.4-1 Difference in population distribution of the online and offline survey data 

on relation to the awareness of Thai textiles traditional production process to the 

preference of the handmade and non-handmade textiles 

 

Awareness of 

the production 

process: 

Aware Unaware Statistical Analysis (t-test) 

Preferences: 100% 

Hand

made 

Non 

100% 

Hand

made 

100% 

Hand

made 

Non 

100% 

Hand

made 

t value P value 
Analysis at 95% 

confidential 

Online survey 

(256 samples) 
90% 12% 82% 18% -1.853 0.065> 0.05 

Those who are 

aware and 

unaware have 

similar 

preference 

Offline survey 

(326 samples) 
89% 11% 80% 20% -2.008 0.045< 0.05 

Those who are 

aware and 

unaware have 

dissimilar 

preference 

 

Finding #12: Online and offline surveys data do not correlate for the following 

hypothesis: people who are aware of the traditional handcrafted production process 

of textiles would prefer the 100% handcrafted Thai textiles. 
The statistical analysis via t-test shows that the online and offline surveys have 

dissimilar results.  

The team analyzed that as the population of the online and offline survey who are 

aware and unaware of the production process both show similar preferences (90%/82% 

for aware and 12%/11% for unaware, respectively) towards 100% handmade textiles, 

there would be no difference in the preferences of the two populations. However, 

statistical analysis from the online and offline survey data shows contradicting results 

from our analysis.  
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From the t-test analysis, the obtained t value of online survey was -1.853 

(P>0.05). This value indicates that the awareness of the Thai textiles traditional 

production process has no effect on the preference of the differently produced textiles.  

On the other hand, for offline survey the population that is aware and unaware of 

the Thai textiles traditional production process has dissimilar preferences for 100% 

handmade textiles according to the t-test. The obtained t value was -2.008 (P<0.05). This 

value confirms that, for the offline survey, the higher the awareness of the Thai textiles 

traditional production process, the higher preferences for 100% handmade textiles.   

 

 
Figure 4.1.4-2 Willingness to pay at greater prices for 100% handcrafted textiles coming 

from the population who are aware and unaware of the production process of Thai 

textiles. 

 

Finding #13: Awareness of the traditional handcrafted production process of textiles 

does not affect the willingness to pay at greater prices for 100% handcrafted textiles  

Of the 47% sample who are aware of the Thai textiles production process, 89% 

are willing to pay more for 100% handcrafted textiles. While of the 53% of the 

population who are unaware, 83% is willing to pay more for the 100% handcrafted 

textiles. This denotes that there are no difference between the willingness to pay at 

greater prices for traditional handcrafted Thai textiles and the sample population who are 

aware and unaware of the production process.  

t-test was conducted to confirm whether the two populations have similar 

willingness to pay at greater prices. The obtained t value was -1.873 (P>0.05), which 

suggests that the willingness to pay at great prices for traditional handcrafted Thai textiles 

is similar for both populations. This could be caused by the perceived value that 

handcrafted products in general are charged at higher prices due to the fact that each 

piece of handcrafted products is unique and made by hand. Therefore, no matter if the 
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population are aware of the actual process or not, they would expect to pay higher prices 

anyways.   

 

Table 4.1.4-2 Difference in population distribution of the online and offline survey data 

on the relation of the awareness of the Thai textiles traditional production process to the 

willingness to pay for the handmade textiles at greater prices 

 
Awareness of 

the production 

process: 

Aware Unaware Statistical Analysis (t-test) 

Willingness to 

pay at greater 

prices: 

Willing Unwilling Willing Unwilling t value P value 

Analysis at 

95% 

confidential 

Online survey 

(256 samples) 
90% 12% 82% 18% -3.233 0.001<0.05 

Those who 

are aware and 

unaware have 

the dissimilar 

decisions 

Offline survey 

(326 samples) 
87% 13% 88% 12% -0.225 0.799>0.05 

Those who 

are aware and 

unaware have 

the similar 

decision 

 

Finding #13: Online and offline surveys data do not correlate for the following 

hypothesis: awareness of the traditional handcrafted production process of textiles 

does not affect the willingness to pay at greater prices for 100% handcrafted textiles 

The results from the online and offline survey, again, shows dissimilar trend for 

the relationship between the awareness of the production process and the willingness to 

pay for handmade textiles at greater price.  

The data from the online survey suggests that population that is aware of the 

traditional production process are more willing to pay at greater prices for handmade 

textiles than the population that is unaware by 8%. The proposed statement was proved to 

be true according to the t-test. As the obtained t value was -3.233 with P value <0.05, the 

two populations have dissimilar decisions.  

However, for the offline survey, both populations, which are aware and unaware 

of the production process, have similar distribution of samples that are willing to pay for 

handmade textiles at greater price, at 87% and 88% respectively. t-test was conducted to 

confirm the suggestion from the data. The obtained t value was -0.225 with P value 

>0.05, this signifies that there is a similarity of decision for both populations.     
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To conclude, there is a conflict in the analysis of results between the online and 

offline survey.   

 

Limitation:  

The surveys were only conducted within Bangkok city, which could be seen as a 

biased data as population in other cities in Thailand could have different perceptions. The 

obtained data is only based on 582 samples out of approximately 8.3 million citizens 

living in Bangkok city in the year 2010 (National Statistic Office Thailand, 2014). To 

improve this data analysis, more set of samples could be used and surveys could be 

conducted throughout the different areas in Thailand in order to achieve a clearer picture 

of the public in Thailand.  

 

Conclusion:  

The data shows that there is a present group of consumers for the traditional Thai 

textiles, which suggests that the market share of Paa Sin Dteen Jok from Haad Siew 

subdistrict can still be expanded. Awareness of the population on the production process 

also affects the interest of the 100% traditionally handcrafted textiles, while only half of 

the population is aware of the production process. This signifies that if larger portion of 

the population gained awareness of the traditional production process, then it is likely that 

interests towards such product can be stimulated. The majority of the population is also 

willing to pay at greater prices for handcrafted textiles, indicating that product of such 

has higher value for the public. Even though the handcrafted textiles are more complex to 

produce, but with higher price and therefore higher profit margin, which would go 

straight to the local producers, there is higher intensive to resume the traditional 

processes in order to produce these handcrafted textiles.    

 

4.2 Objective 2: To recommend effective persuasion methods aim to 

increase public appreciation of 100% handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

 

This section explains the effectiveness of the printing media by using information 

gathered from the research papers, brochure was found to be popular among the textiles 

industry. The team then analyzed the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of 

the brochure, displayed in Table 4.2.2-1. Confirmation of the weaknesses and threats of 

the brochure was then confirmed by primary research method, questionnaire survey. The 

results below explain how the team came to these conclusions. 

4.2.1 Research on brochure 
Printing media is one of the oldest forms of advertising and promoting methods 

that is popular, it can reach a wider target group and more reliable comparing with other 

media. There are various types of printing media, which are successfully utilized to 

promote an organization, business, event, product, or service (Buzzle, 2015). 
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According to Patcharawan Limrattanamongkol et al. who has made a research on 

The Decision of Purchasing Hand Woven Cotton of Generation Y in Bangkok area in the 

Journal of Finance Investment Marketing and Business Management Vol.2, Issue 3, they 

have found that brochure is the most widely used to promote the marketing of textile 

products. The brochure is one type of printing media that can be used in marketing plan, 

which is a professional and effective method in providing information in order to 

promote products or services to target group. However, as the team would like to 

consider all aspects of the effectiveness of the brochure, the team thoroughly analyzed the 

attributes brochure as a printing medium with the use of the SWOT analysis. 
 

4.2.2 SWOT Analysis of brochure  
The information gathered from research on the effective of brochure allowed us to 

develop a SWOT analysis of the brochure. This analysis, shown in Table 4.2.2-1, lists the 

strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats of the brochure. As part of our SWOT 

analysis, we analyzed some of the effective of brochure comparing with other types 

of printing media. 
 

Table 4.2.2-1: SWOT analysis of brochure 

Strengths Weaknesses 

 Extensive information input  

 Images can be inserted  

 Difficult to manage the right amount 

of information 

 Excessive information may disinterests 

audiences 

Opportunities Threats 

 Distributed at the right venue, the 

message could easily reach target 

group 

 Likely to be thrown away instantly 

since Thai audiences lack interest in 

reading* 
 

*In 2013, National Statistical Office of 

Thailand stated Thai citizens are reading on 

average of only 27 minutes per day. 

 

From the table 4.2.2-1, the SWOT analysis suggests that though brochures are 

sufficient in terms of information incorporation and directly reaching target audiences, 

but with the lack of interest from audiences, such print media may not be the most 

effective medium in delivering information.  

 The team then confirmed the presence of the weaknesses and threats of brochure 

with the sample population in Bangkok, Thailand.  
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4.2.3 Confirmation of the weaknesses and threats of brochures 
 

Finding#1: Excessive information on brochures can disinterest audiences 

 Apparently, from the survey question; “Does the length of the message in the 

printing media affect your interest?”, of 30 participants, 29 participants or 97% are 

positive that the lengthy messages disinterest them. Hence, compact messages shall be 

used to deliver only essential information to the public to capture their first attention. 

Further information shall then be integrated via links of website or other sources to 

provide additional information for audiences with interest. 

 

 
Figure 4.2.3-1 The distribution of the population with different degrees of interest for 

brochures 

 

Finding#2: Most of the public is not interested in brochure 

 According to the weaknesses and threats of the brochure, our team has conducted 

a questionnaire survey, the first question in the questionnaire (section 2) “When you 

received a brochure, how much interest do you normally have toward them?” (see 

Appendix C) was used to analyze the perception of the audiences for brochures. Results 

in Figure 4.2.3-1 show that 87% of the 30 participants or 26 participants answered that 

they have either less or least degree of interest in brochure they have been handed.  
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Figure 4.2.3-1 The distribution of the population with different degrees of willingness in 

keeping brochures 

 

Finding #3: Majority of the public does not consider keeping the brochures they 

were given 

However, the second question (section 2) from our questionnaire survey (see 

Appendix C);“When you get a brochure, how much do you consider keeping it?”, we 

have found that, of 30 samples, 24 samples or 80% consider least and less in keeping the 

brochure. This suggests that majority of the public is likely to bin the brochure once they 

received it.  
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4.2.4 Resolve the weakness and threat by using another printing media (bookmark, 

postcard) 

 

 
Figure 4.2.4-1 The distribution of the population with interests in different types of 

printing media  

 

Finding #4: Majority of the public has higher interest towards printing media of 

postcard and bookmark more than brochure 

The team has found that of the 67% or 20 samples who are interested on postcard 

and bookmark while of the 10% or 3 samples that are interested on brochure. The 

difference in the public’s interest on postcard and bookmark is 57% higher than that of 

brochure. The data suggests that public is more interested on other printing media like 

postcard or bookmark, which contains more compact information and has other function. 

However, from the question in section 4 in our questionnaire survey (see Appendix C): 

“Which type of printing media you are more likely to keep?” The results state that 90% of 

the participants chose either postcard or bookmark (60% and 30% of the participants 

chose postcard and bookmark, respectively), leaving only 10% that chose brochure. 

 

4.3 Objective 3: To identify problems and limitations of the traditional 

handcrafted production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok 

After successfully completing the methodology described in section 3.3 of the 

methodology section, the team has identified that the cotton spinning process is the main 

cause of the problems and obstacles with the traditional handcrafted production process. 

This was determined by analyzing the information given from the methodology 
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conducted which is interview and observation. The findings from this part would lead to 

the subsequent objective which is to develop and encourage the Paa Sin Dteen Jok 100% 

handcrafted production process. 

 

4.3.1 The Weaving Process: Interview and Observation of Haad Siew villagers at 

Haad Siew Weaving Center 
Aside the information gathered during the literature review process, the team 

conducted interview and observation to get details on the problems of the traditional 

handcrafted production process directly at the site of production.   

The staffs at the Haad Siew Weaving Center illustrated the traditional production 

process which was observed carefully by the team. As the team already conducted 

research previously before visiting the site, the process matches what the villagers 

actually demonstrated to us. Overall there are two main set of procedures that the 

weavers demonstrated which are the preparation the cotton yarn and the process in 

weaving the Paa Sin Dteen Jok textile. From the observation, the team found that it is 

quite laborious to prepare the cotton yarn compared to the weaving process which does 

not require as much physical input. Most of the steps in the cotton yarn production 

involve the weavers sitting on the floor and performing the procedures that require 

constant hand movement.  

 

Figure 4.3.1-1 A photograph, taken at the Haad Siew Weaving Center, illustrating the 

‘Khen Fai’ or traditional cotton spinning process 

When the artisan started to illustrate the cotton spinning process (Khen Fai), she 

expressed that this step is the most difficult step in the cotton preparation process. 

Additionally she mentioned that it takes years to master this step. We also observed that 

the weavers performing the cotton spinning process had to sit in an uncomfortable 

position, which involves one leg holding the wooden cotton spinning device while one 

hand reaches to pull the yarn and the other reaches out to turn the wheel. The artisans 
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performing this step were asked if they were uncomfortable sitting this way and they 

replied that if they perform this step for too long, they would have back and leg pains. 

During the interview, questions were asked on the detail overall production 

process and the problems encountered it in order to help support the information we 

analyzed from the observations. Ms. Raveewan Khanadnid, the Manager of Haad Siew 

Weaving Center, which is also known for Suntree Weaving Center, at Sukhothai was the 

interviewee and from her interview (Appendix I), the team has analyzed the main points 

and themes that Ms. Raveewan has made to answer the team’s objective. “The overall 

traditional process requires training to be proficient at it. The hardest part of the whole 

process is the Khen Fai (Cotton spinning process), which is more complicated than the 

other processes and require training from a young age.” This statement from Ms. 

Raveewan confirms the observation that the team has made that the cotton spinning 

process is the most difficult procedure of the traditional production process. “It is also 

the process that takes the longest time to complete which comes with the health risk of 

back pain problem. Overall, the other procedures such as Aew Fai, Ying Fai, and Lom 

Fai is easily to do but is also quite laborious.” This excerpt from the interview also 

informs the observation the team has made on that the process is laborious and that it may 

come with physical health risks.  

 

 

Figure 4.3.1-2 A photograph taken at Haad Siew Weaving Center while the team was 

interviewing Ms. Raveewan Khanadnid 

In addition, Ms. Raveewan also detailed the other minor problems emerging from 

the traditional production process. The unprocessed cotton flowers, the raw material of 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok, is no longer grown by the locals like it had been in the past. “We 

order our ready-made cotton yarn from factories which process cotton flowers into 

ready-made yarns at the ratio of 6:1 kg”. The cotton used are not grown by the locals 

themselves but are brought from factories that has already processed the cotton flowers 

into a workable form. “Currently not enough people now grow cotton as they moved to 
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grow sugar cane instead.” The local agriculturists no longer cultivate the cotton plants in 

their farms, as it is not as profitable than other kinds of crops. Hence, the actual cotton 

flowers are then not available to be processed via the traditional production process into 

cotton yarns.  

Limitations: 

The general limitation for this section is that the sample size was limited for only 

members and staffs at the weaving center. If the team can conduct additional observation 

at the nearby textiles shop called Sathorn, the team could get additional information and 

opinion from more sources. 

Conclusion:  

From the findings that the team has gathered, it has been concluded that the main 

problem with the traditional handcrafted process is that the process is too laborious, 

which also affects the health of the artisans, and ineffective as the duration of the process 

is too extensive. 

 

4.3.2 The problems and obstacles affecting the villagers: Interview weavers at Haad 

Soong Village 
The team conducted interview at the Haad Soong village (Appendix F) in order to 

determine the effects of the problems and limitations on the local weavers. The team 

interviewed 6 of 30 or 20% of the active weavers from the village, due to the availability 

of the villagers. The team has analyzed the transcript to find the main themes from the 

answers the villagers have given.  

 

Figure 4.3.2-1 Photograph taken at a Haad Soong villager’s house while she was weaving 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok with a traditional wooden loom 
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Most of the interviewees is currently not weaving the traditional Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok textiles and patterns but are weaving the easier variants of textiles. Only one of the 

villagersin which the team interviewed is still weaving Paa Sin Dteen Jok while many of 

the villagers are weaving the ‘Paa Yok’ textile that uses the brocade weaving technique 

which is a much faster and simpler to weave than Paa Sin Dteen Jok but can be sold at 

lower prices. 

The team has analyzed the main points from the interview, which are firstly that 

every weaver started learning the weaving technique since they were young. “Since I was 

young, I watched and learned it from my mother” (Villager C). Most of the weavers 

weave as their side job, whist the elder villagers are those who have retired weave as a 

hobby. “I do this as a side job, my main job is as the villages’ nurse” (Villager E). The 

villagers make their own cotton similarly to the weavers at Haad Siew Weaving Center. 

They buy either synthetic yarn or machine made yarns from the market to use in their 

textiles. “The yarns that I usually use are from the market since I am only using synthetic 

yarn” (Villager A).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3.2-2 Photograph taken at a Haad Soong villager’s house while she was weaving 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok with a traditional wooden loom 

 When the team asked the question on why they did not choose to weave Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok, the answer mainly are that the process is difficult, takes long time to finish, 

not worth the effort. “I do not weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok because I prefer to weave using 

Paa Yok since it is not as tiring”(Villager E). These statements address the same notion. 

Altogether the problems and obstacles of the Paa Sin Dteen Jok traditional production 

process were emphasized to be the foundation, which deters the artisans’ preferences in 

weaving such complicated textiles. Alternately, artisans then favor weaving other types 

of textiles, which are easy to fabricate, or buying the factory made cotton yarns and 

synthetic yarns instead of handcrafting the entire process by themselves.  
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Limitations: 

The interview was conducted only at Haad Soong Village, the team could get 

more information if interview was conducted at other weaving villages in Sukhothai to 

get more samples, but due the time constraint the team was unable to do so.  

Conclusion: 

The conclusion that the team received from this interview fulfills the heading by 

finding how the problems and obstacles in the Paa Sin Dteen Jok production process 

affect the villagers. Villagers are affected by the problem of the traditional production 

process being complicated, time consuming and laborious. These factors cause them to 

turnaway from fabricating Paa Sin Dteen Jok the traditional handcraft production process 

or completely alternate to weave other types of textiles which they are more at ease with.  

 

4.4 Objective 4: To determine ways to preserve the unique handcrafted 

procedures of indigenous Paa Sin Dteen Jok within the Haad Siew 

community for the next generations 

From archival research, team has found the cotton-ginning model called ‘Medleri 

Charka’. This name originated from the name of the village in India that invented and 

developed them. The model was invented by cooperation of weaver and ginner in 

Medleri village, India Development Service and The Transfer of Technology for 

Development, TOOL/SAWA, Switzerland. 

 In 1996, Regional information service center for Southeast Asia on appropriate 

technology (RISE-AT) belong to Science and Technology Research Institute Chiang Mai 

University asked for permission to build this machine. The purpose of this is to develop 

the production process of Thai textile due to that the traditional production process was 

unable to effectively fulfil the requirement of the amount of cotton yarns needed by the 

weavers.  

The machine was first built in Thailand by local artisan under control of TOOL/ 

SAWA engineers. The trial shown that Medleri Charka is efficiency in cotton ginning 

when compare with traditional tool. For example, it can produce varied size of yarn 

(small, medium and rough) which each of them can be used in different ways thus 

weavers can expand more production line. Ms. Nittaya Mahachaiyawong, a manager of 

knowledge and technology center for northern textile (Fai Gaem Mai) from Science and 

Technology Research Institute Chiang Mai University said “This model not only help in 

production process but also improve the health of the weaver by having the right 

ergonomic support that has the design to support their back while working. However, the 

limited of how this machine works is quite different from traditional tool so the weaver 
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might need time to learn to be familiar with it. Furthermore this model still needs 

development to make it more suitable for Thai Textile.” 

 Nowadays, this model is available to order. Most customers that bought this 

model are in Laos and Myanmar. In Thailand, this model was sold to The Queen Sirikit 

Department of Sericulture. The price is about 6,000 baht each and she also mentioned 

that for around 10 years that she has been developing and selling Medleri Charka, there 

has not been a problem reported from her customers on this model. 
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CHAPTER 5: Conclusions and Recommendations 

This chapter will present a summary of the key findings of the project and provide 

suggestions on the ways to preserve Paa Sin Dteen Jok, one of Thailand’s cultural 

heritages. Through our research and field visits, we have learned the importance of Paa 

Sin Dteen Jok toward Thai people and believed that this heritage shall be preserved for 

the next generations. The team has developed recommendations for the Sukhothai 

College of Dramatic Art, the villagers of Haad Siew subdistrict, the Haad Siew Weaving 

Center, and relevant authorities. Our recommendations are based on the analysis of our 

findings from the previous chapter. 

 

5.1 The public perceptions for Thai handcrafted textiles 

 
 From research survey the team conducted on 582 recipients, team has found 

several verdicts. The key findings include: 

 Majority of the public has purchased traditional Thai textiles before 

 The elder population (> 35) and population with higher salary (> 20,000 Baht) are 

more probable to purchase Thai textiles 

 Over half of the public is unaware of the traditional handcrafted Thai textiles 

 Over half of the public is unable to distinguish the difference between hand-spun 

cotton yarn to the mill-spun 

 Majority of the public prefers hand-made production process over machine-made 

 Majority of the public is willing to pay at greater prices for 100% handcrafted 

Thai textiles 

 Awareness of the traditional handcrafted production process can positively affect 

the preference of the Thai handcrafted textiles 

These findings suggest that there is an existing Thai textiles market that Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok of Haad Siew can expand their market share into. The approach on producing 

traditional handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok is likely to thrive, as there is a present demand 

for the handcrafted Thai textiles, in which is also willing to pay at greater prices. In 

addition, the awareness of the traditional handcrafted production process could result in 

an increase appreciation for the Thai traditional textiles and consequently, higher the 

public’s preference for such textiles.  
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5.2 Effective printing media 

 
 Through the research data from survey on 30 participants, team learnt that the 

lengthy messages on printing media disinterest the audiences. Also, the public appears to 

have better interest for more functional printing media such as postcards and bookmarks. 

Therefore, delivering essential yet compact messages via postcards and bookmarks could 

capture the attention of the audiences more. 

 

5.3 Limitation of the traditional production process 

 
 The cotton spinning process is the most problematic procedure within the 

traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok. Despite the complicated procedure 

which require extensive skills, artisans also have to sit in a health destructive posture 

while performing the procedure, in which demotivates them to pursue these traditional 

processes.   

 

5.4 Recommendation for the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art 

         

Our sponsor, the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art, set a mission to preserve, 

maintain, and publicize traditional Thai culture. The following recommendations based 

on research conducted by the team are potential ideas and strategies that could aid in the 

preservation of Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 
 

Arranging field trips for college students to visit the Haad Siew Weaving Center  

        ‘Jok’, a distinctive technique used to fabricate Paa Sin Dteen Jok of Haad Siew 

subdistrict, is one of most well known heritage culture of Sukhothai, hence, is needed to 

be preserved. The team would like to recommend the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art 

to operate regular field trip to Haad Siew Weaving Center as feasible and effective mean 

to stimulate and attract new generations to gain interests and appreciation for this unique 

tradition and culture. Field trips would allow the students to observe the actual production 

process and get a chance on a hands-on experience, which may stimulate their 

enthusiasm. Since the college presently has a Thai dance performance illustrating the 

traditional production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok, having the opportunity to observe 

the actual process would allow performers to get a better understanding of what they are 

performing. Additionally, if this approach was implemented, it is likely that once the new 

generations become appreciative for the handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok, they would 

cherish and treasure the culture more. If only one of those participants become inspired 

by the activity and would like to weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok either as a hobby or as a 

career, the course shall be considered successful.  
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Collaboration of the sponsor with the Sukhothai Technical College on the development 

of alternative facilitating devices 

        As illustrated by the team’s research, the traditional production process of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok is a considerably time consuming process which also cause negative health 

effects. The team discovered some innovatively developed models of the equipment that 

can replace the ones used in the current process with potential to alleviate the physical 

hardship problems. As the Sukhothai Technical College already has expertise in the 

relevant fields, the sponsor could ask for their assistance to develop facilitating devices to 

relieve the problematic traditional process. Since purchasing such devices from other 

manufacturers would only mean higher investment costs for the local artisans, developing 

the device internally would provide bargain alternatives to the local textiles producers.  
 

Launching campaign for the use of Paa Sin Dteen Jok  

        In order to revive the traditional Thai culture, we would recommend the 

Sukhothai College of Dramatic Art to launch a campaign to stimulate the use of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok to their students and staffs. This is an idea that is presently used by the 

government to encourage the public, especially government officials, to wear clothes 

made from Thai fabric every Friday. The campaign aims to preserve Thailand’s cultural 

heritage and promote Thai wisdom, creativity and craftsmanship. (The Government 

Public Relation Department, 2013) In January of 2015, Chaiyaphum provincial 

government also established similar campaign to effectively stimulate the use of Thai 

textiles to the new generations. The campaign was meant to encourage college students to 

wear Thai Paa Sin to school on every Buddhist holy days. As nowadays, Thai fabrics are 

not being used as often as it had been in the past and thus, they can hardly be seen in 

everyday lives, the best approach is to slowly let Thai fabrics become the norm and 

integrated into the casual attire. These campaigns would allow new generations to 

become familiarized with the traditional textiles and may, in the end, adopt the 

appreciation for this heritage culture. Once the students of the Sukhothai College of 

Dramatic Arts embrace the campaign, the college may as well try to induce other colleges 

and organizations in the area to join the hype. 

 

5.5 Recommendation for the Haad Siew Weaving Center in Sukhothai 

 

Launching Paa Sin Dteen Jok learning centers in the city of Sukhothai 

        As the current Weaving Center in Sukhothai province is located in Si Satchanalai 

district, which is about 1 hour (60 kilometers) away by car from Sukhothai city (Amphoe 

Muang Sukhothai), the team would like to encourage the Haad Siew Weaving Center to 

set up a new center at tourist attractions like the Sukhothai Historical Park in Amphoe 

Muang Sukhothai as well. This way, the center will be more accessible to a larger 
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number of populations including not only the foreign and domestic tourists but also the 

residences that are more densely populated in Amphoe Muang Sukhothai.  
 

Utilizing facilitating device(s) 

 The team insists that facilitating device(s) shall be utilized in order to ease the 

traditional production process. This would allow the local artisans to perform the 

procedures with better posture and higher productivity. In turn, these utilities could 

encourage more apprentices to pursue the tradition. Nevertheless, the traditional devices 

shall still be used occasionally and shall not be solely substituted by these labor saving 

devices.  
 

 The potential facilitating device the team has found and would like to suggest is 

the cotton spinning device, ‘Medleri Charka’, which was redeveloped and distributed by 

Chiang Mai University, Thailand. The device is presently commercially available, which 

has already been sold to the Queen Sirikit Department of Sericulture and also various 

weaving villages in Laos and Myanmar.  
 

In addition, if the weaving center later identified that the devices require specific 

needs according to the locals on modifying the devices, the Weaving Center could seek 

assistance from the Sukhothai Technical College to modify more labor saving devices 

according to the needs. 

 

5.6 Recommendation for the relevant authorities 

Our research and findings show that the efforts from the relevant authorities on 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok is not yet sufficient, comparing to the traditional silk products which 

has been revitalized with the assistance of certain authorities. Examples of the authorities 

that we aim to recommend are the government, provincial administration or certain 

governmental departments that is associated with traditional culture and arts. The 

following are several ways in which these authorities can direct their effort toward. 
 

Initiation of a certifying standard of quality for cotton weaving products 

According to Nutthida Sirivoravet (Chiang Mai University, 2013), factors that 

significantly influence the purchase decision of general Thai textile consumers is not the 

perceived quality of products, patterns, nor the claimed raw materials usage, but the 

reputation of the particular shop or the producer or the product. Better reputation can be 

achieved from the awards received from the government, for example the five stars 

distinguish given to prestige OTOP products (One Tambon One Product, a local 

entrepreneurship stimulus program), or simply any trademark or verification guaranteed 

by well-trusted organizations or public figures. The Royal Peacock logo for Thai silk, a 

trademark, which was granted by the Queen Sirikit Department of Sericulture, Ministry 

of Agriculture Thailand, is one of the successful examples. With the Royal Peacock logo, 

Thai silk products can be categorized into many grades according to the authenticity of 
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the production process and the raw materials used. These grades will then determine the 

price range and prestigeness of the particular piece of Thai silk.  
 

If the similar quality standard can be established for the Thai cotton textiles 

industry, the producers will be able to gain trust from consumers more easily. Thus, the 

demand towards the Thai cotton textiles such as Paa Sin Dteen Jok can then be 

stimulated more effectively.  
 

Establishment of a ‘Dteen Jok Haad Siew Day’ campaign 

As this is a large campaign to conduct, it is vital firstly create a trend in 

preserving traditional culture. For an initiation, the provincial government could start 

with promoting their residences to wear Paa Sin Dteen Jok on a certain day for once a 

week to create a rage for the heritage cultures. Once this is successful, subsequent larger 

campaigns could be conducted 

 

 Presently, Mae Cham district, Chiang Mai province, has already succeeded in 

arranging an annual Dteen Jok Mae Cham Festival, which is held during the first week of 

February of every year. In this festival, the local shops will exhibit their local products 

including the Paa Sin Dteen Jok of Mae Cham and several activities such as 

performances, textiles contests and games will be organized to entertain not only the 

tourists but the locals as well.  
 

Likewise, the Sukhothai provincial government could adopt this idea to their own 

domain in order to promote both their province and their product, Paa Sin Dteen Jok.  

         

Stimulation of the cotton cultivation in Sukhothai province  

During the course of this research project, the team has found that there are no 

cotton flowers, the raw materials in Paa Sin Dteen Jok production, available within the 

area. By so, local artisans are unable to acquire the raw material to implement the 

production process from the very beginning procedure, consequently, they have to 

purchase ready-made cotton yarn from manufacturers instead. Through an interview with 

Mr. Wittawat, a textile expert at the Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles, he stated that 

currently there is a non-profit program called The Royal Silk (ไหมหลวง) that was set up to 

support the locals to preserve traditional handcrafted Thai silk textiles. The program was 

initiated by Her Majesty the Queen and is now organized by The Support Arts and Crafts 

International Centre of Thailand or SACICT (ศูนยส์ง่เสรมิศลิปาชพีระหวา่งประเทศ). The goal 

of The Royal Silk program is to encourage the cultivation of mulberry to feed silkworms, 

which would, hand-in-hand, encourage the production of hand-spun silk yarn. These silk 

yarns will then be collected and distributed by the organization to the weaving villages, 

which have earlier joined the program, throughout Thailand.  
 

The relevant authorities could adopt this concept and apply it to the Thai cotton 

textiles industry. By first providing land field for cultivation of cotton and grant the hand-
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spun cotton yarn with promising prices. These cotton yarns can then be sold to the 

weaving villages in Sukhothai province and ideally to other provinces with demand.  
 

Provision of informative archives on Paa Sin Dteen Jok through online media  

Through research survey, the team found positive relationship on the awareness of 

the survey participants on the traditional production process of handcrafted textiles and 

the preference towards the handcrafted textiles. The team has analyzed that this 

relationship exists as once one is aware of the production process, one will perceive the 

value and would then have more desire for the handcrafted textiles.   
 

        Nowadays, it is undeniable that the online media has high impact on the world of 

business and marketing. Hence, the relevant authorities shall then make use of the 

uncostly medium that could reach wide range of audiences without geographical barriers, 

such as the online media, to stimulate the demand and awareness of the Paa Sin Dteen 

Jok. As Paa Sin Dteen Jok is one of the few provincial renowned goods, the relevant 

information in forms of videos and informative passages of Paa Sin Dteen Jok should 

then take at least a section within the provincial tourism website. The information that 

shall be integrated, both in English and in Thai, into the website should include the 

general and historical facts, production process and the unique characteristics of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok. The authority can collaborate with the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Arts to 

develop the integrated information. The college may as well incorporate videos of their 

Thai dance performances that illustrate the traditional production process of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok. This set of information would allow audiences to gain an in-depth 

understanding of Paa Sin Dteen Jok, as a result, awareness and appreciation towards the 

Thai wisdom and culture can be raised. Consequently, more interest and demand of the 

public will then be geared towards Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 
 

Distribution of the suggested printing media; postcards and bookmarks  

According to the analysis the team has conducted based on both primary and 

secondary research, functional printing media with short messages are more likely to 

capture the interests of the public. Correspondingly, the team aimed to deliver essential 

messages and information through such printing media. These printing media can then be 

distributed to information kiosks or ticket stalls at different tourist attractions, hotels, and 

restaurants in Sukhothai to continuously and repetitively accentuate the presence of such 

traditional textiles. The followings are the prototype of the printing media the team has 

chosen and designed.  
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 Postcard  

As postcard has vaster dimensions, larger images can be integrated. The team then 

recommends images of the production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok along with essential 

description shall be exhibited on postcard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English and Thai version of the postcard prototype (front view) 

 

Image of the 

production process 

Description of the 

production process 
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 English and Thai version of the postcard prototype (back view) 

 

 

 

Provincial tourism or 

relevant website to 

allow the public to 

seek further 

information  

Dteen Jok patterns to 

emphasize the textiles 

even further  
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 Bookmark 

 Due to the limitation of the space availability in bookmark, the team recommends 

integrating only the patterns of Paa Sin Dteen Jok to illustrate its beauty. Also brief yet 

interesting facts of Paa Sin Dteen Jok shall be included to create curiosity and capture the 

interest of the public. The potential facts could be for example ‘Did you know? It takes 

an average of one month to fabricate one piece of Paa Sin Dteen Jok’, ‘Did you know? 

Approximately 2.55 kg of cotton flowers is required in order to produce one piece (0.9 x 

2.0 m) of Paa Sin Dteen Jok’   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

Front view of the bookmark prototype Back view of the bookmark prototype 

in Thai and English 
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5.7 Final Remarks 

 Our project emphasizes the current perspectives of the general public towards 

handcrafted Thai textiles and also addresses the issues that caused the decline 

implementation of the Thai textiles traditional production process. The findings the team 

has obtained could provide future researches with helpful information. The 

recommendations the team has suggested are only potential approaches that could lead to 

an increased public’s awareness, appreciation and therefore the popularity of the Thai 

textiles, Paa Sin Dteen Jok. With the reinforcement of many organizations, the team is 

convinced that the appreciation of the public for the handcrafted Paa Sin Dteen Jok can 

be boosted. As once the appreciation is increased, the demand is likely to increase as 

well. Thus, the locals would then have higher incentives to produce these handcrafted 

textiles, more product of such will then be available in the market to serve the demand. 

Accordingly, more capitals will then be circulated into the local economy system. As a 

result, not only that the handcraft production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok can be 

sustainably preserve, but the local economy can also be sustainably kept alive.  
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Appendix A: Sponsor Description 

Our sponsor is Sukhothai’s College of Dramatic Arts; they are currently trying to 

conserve the Thai textile ‘Paa Sin Dteen Jok’ and are seeking for our assistance. On 

December 8, 1978, The Fine Art Department (Krom Silpakorn) considers to establish 

Sukhothai’s College of Dramatic Arts in the regional province of Sukhothai. The site of 

construction was to be located in the new town part, specifically on the site of the 

deserted stadium positioned between Sukhothai Wittayakom School and Sukhothai 

hospital. On January 31, 1979, The Ministry of Education established Sukhothai College 

of Dramatic Arts which aims to widen the education of Thai dancing arts, arts of playing 

music, and Thai performance art. Afterward from 1979, the college began to open new 

courses such as primary Thai performing arts. Before the completion of the construction 

project (1979), the establishment conducted their learning and teaching temporally in 

buildings owned by Sukhothai Technical College. In the year 1980-1981, they used 

Sukhothai Wittayakom school building and up until 15 August 1982, they received 

further budget to finish the construction of their main building which nowadays is still 

being used by Sukhothai College of Dramatic Arts. Later, there was a reform in 

management, which leads to the Sukhothai College of Dramatic Arts being relocated to 

under the management wing of the building. 

The mission of Sukhothai of Dramatic Arts can be concluded as to preserving and 

maintaining traditional Thai culture but in developing, inheriting, and publicizing 

traditional Thai culture to be well-known to the communities. In addition, to establish the 

research and innovation which would provide knowledge about arts and cultures that will 

be valuable for the society, and to become the outreaching center of art and culture in the 

province. One of the missions of the college is to preserve Thai silk called ‘Sin Dteen 

Jok’ or ‘Sin Haad Siew’ from Haad Siew subdistrict, Sukhothai province. Sin Dteen Jok 

of Haad Siew is the local textiles that clearly stands out and is highly exquisite in Thai 

communities. ‘Sin Dteen Jok’ are originally three pieces of ‘Sin’ splice and stripes pattern 

like Sin Lanna Thai and is mostly made from cotton or silk depending on which resources 

are readily available.  

This topic is important to the sponsoring organization due to the fact that they are 

concerned about the traditional weaving process, which is currently endangered from 

being forgotten. Consequently they need to find ways to preserve and revive Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok, Sukhothai’s traditional weaving heritage. There are two main reasons why the 

project is important to the sponsoring organization, first is the preservation  of weaving 

process and second, is to revive the value of such heritage culture into the perceptions of 

the public by dancing to revive the public on their end. Preserva the process because they 

have dance performance. These traditional textiles bear unique characteristics; they 
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especially demonstrates the elegance of Thai textiles textures that never fail to capture the 

attention of their beholders. The weaving process of Thai textiles is normally passed 

down as the skills in each generation. In communities such as Si Satchanalai district, 

Sukhothai, the weaving techniques of Paa Sin Dteen Jok are passed and held within each 

family from parents to children. These communities also produce the products from for 

their own uses in various forms such as for religious ceremonies and general occasions. 

There are many challenges in order to preserve ‘Paa Sin Dteen Jok’ hence, the 

production process as well. Since, there are many difficulties to be considered from the 

beginning of the production process until the end when it finally reaches the consumers. 

Currently, Sukhothai’s College of Dramatic Arts utilizes Paa Sin Dteen Jok in costumes 

for their Thai dancing art shows. However, this is still not enough to promote and raise 

the appreciation of the public towards such cultures as there is a limited group of 

audiences.  

Today, there are less and less artisans who can weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok as the 

newer generations lack interest and appreciation for the traditional Thai culture. One 

important factor is that because the net income of the process is currently not worth the 

time investment. If Paa Sin Dteen Jok are to become popular and has to potential to make 

better profit, more people will be interesting in learning how to fabricate them. Hence, 

there would be more artisans to provide supply to serve this demand.  

To address these challenges, our sponsor seeks assistance as we have knowledge 

in different aspects that could be applied into the production and marketing of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jok.  
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Appendix B: Survey on the public perspectives on Thai 

textiles (English and Thai) 
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Appendix C: Survey on the public perceptions for printing 

media (English and Thai) 

Questionnaire about interest of printing media 
Preservation of the Thai’s cultural identity, “Paa Sin Dteen Jok” 

This survey is one of the elements required to fulfill the Interactive Science & Science Projects 

Faculty of Science, Chulalongkorn University 

 

Basic information 
Printing media: Brochure, Postcard, Bookmark 

Question Yes No 

Have you ever received printing media before?   

Do you know the difference between the many types of printing media?   

Does the length of the message in the printing media affect your interest?   

Does the usability of the printing media make you want to keep them more?   

 

Brochures 

Question Completely Mostly Somewhat To a limited 

degree 

Not at 

all 

When you get a brochure, how much do 

you consider keeping it? 
     

How much interest do you have toward the 

brochures you received?  
     

 

Postcards and Bookmarks 

Question Completely Mostly Somewhat To a limited 

degree 

Not at 

all 

When you get a postcard or a bookmark, 

how much you do you consider keeping it? 
     

When you get a postcard or a bookmark, 

how much interest do you have toward 

them? 

     

 

Printing media 

Question Brochure Postcard Bookmark 

Which type of printing media you are more likely to keep?    
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แบบสอบถามความสนใจเก่ียวกบัส่ือส่ิงพิมพ ์
โครงการการอนุรักษสื์บสานวฒันธรรม “ผา้ซ่ินตีนจก” 

แบบสอบถามน้ีเป็นส่วนหน่ึงของวิชา Interactive Science and Social Projects 
คณะวิทยาศาสตร์  จุฬาลงกรณ์มหาวิทยาลยั 

 

ขอ้มูลเบ้ืองตน้ *สือส่ิงพิมพ:์ โบรชวัร์, โปสการ์ด, ท่ีค ัน่หนงัสือ 

ค าถาม ใช่ ไม่ใช่ 

คุณเคยไดรั้บส่ือส่ิงพิมพไ์หม   

คุณทราบความแตกต่างของส่ือส่ิงพิมพแ์ต่ละชนิดไหม   

ความยาวขอ้ความในส่ิงพิมพมี์ผลต่อความสนใจไหม   

ประโยชน์การใชง้านมีผลต่อการเก็บส่ิงพิมพไ์หม   

 
โบรชวัร์ (Brochures) * 

ค าถาม มากท่ีสุด มาก ปานกลาง นอ้ย นอ้ยท่ีสุด 

เม่ือไดรั้บคุณมีความตอ้งการเก็บโบรชวัร์มากแค่ไหน      

คุณให้ความสนใจกบัโบรชวัร์ท่ีไดรั้บมามากแค่ไหน      

 
โปสการ์ด (Postcards) และท่ีคัน่หนงัสือ (Bookmarks) * 

ค าถาม มากท่ีสุด มาก ปานกลาง นอ้ย นอ้ยท่ีสุด 

เม่ือไดรั้บคุณมีความตอ้งการเก็บโปสการ์ดหรือท่ีคัน่หนงัสือมากแค่ไหน      

คุณให้ความสนใจกบัโปสการ์ดหรือท่ีคัน่หนงัสือท่ีไดรั้บมามากแค่ไหน      

 
ส่ือส่ิงพิมพ ์(Printing media)  

ค าถาม โบรชวัร์ โปสการ์ด ท่ีค ัน่หนงัสือ 

ส่ือส่ิงพิมพท่ี์คุณเลือกท่ีจะเก็บ    
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Appendix D: Data analysis of the general public 

Analysis of the surveys in Appendix B: Public perception surveys 

*Numbered questions represent questions on the survey, followed by the collected 

data of each question. 

This section presents the demographic of the population according to each question 

conducted via offline survey at the Old Siam Plaza, MBK Center, Chamchuri Square and 

JJ Market. The total number of respondents was 326.  

1. What is your gender? 

 The majority of the population was 62% female and 38% male.   

2. What is your ethnicity? 

The majority of the population was 89% Thai and 11% Others.  

3. How old are you? 

 

  The majority of the population is within the age range of 18-24 years old 

(26%)  and 45-60 years old (21%). 

Below 18  

4% 

18-24  

26% 

25-34  

19% 
35-44  

18% 

45-60  

21% 

More than 60  

12% 

Age distribution 
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4. What is your occupation? 

 

 The majority of the population is 61% employed. 30% of the population is student 

and 9% is retired/unoccupied.  

5. How much salary do you receive?  

 The majority of the population has income of more than 50,000 Baht (23%) and 

10,001-20,000 Baht (23%) 

Student  

30% 

state enterprises 

personnel  

2% 

Private 

company 

employee  

26% 

Civil 

Servant  

14% 

Personal 

business  

19% 

Retired/ 

unoccupied  

9% 

Occupation Distribution 

 

Less than 

10,000  

20% 

10,001-20,000  

23% 

20,001-30,000  

15% 

30,001-40,000  

8% 

40,001-50,000  

10% 

More than 

50,000  

24% 

Salary (Baht) Distribution 
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6. What is your level of education? 

 

 The majority of the population (53%) graduated bachelor degree. 

 

Analysis of the surveys in Appendix B: Public perception surveys 

*Numbered questions represent questions on the survey, followed by the collected 

data of each question. 

This section presents the demographic of the population according to each 

question conducted via offline survey spread via Facebook Textiles Forums (ทอ
ฟ้าผา้ไทย and ผา้และสิง่ทกัทอไทย) 

 

1. What is your gender? 

 The majority of the population was 66% female and 34% male.   

2. What is your ethnicity? 

The majority of the population was 100% Thai. 

Primary school  

3% 

Junior high 

school/Vocational 

certificate  

7% 

Senior high 

school/High 

vocational 

certificate 

13% 

Bachelor degree  

53% 

Master degree 

and beyond  

24% 

Education distribution 
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3. How old are you? 

  

 The majority of the population is within the age range of 18-24 years old (36%) 

and 25-34 years old (23%). 

 

4. What is your occupation? 

 The majority of the population is employed (61%), while 37% is student and 2% 

is retired or unoccupied. 

Below 18  

3% 

18-24 

36% 

25-34 

23% 

35-44  

18% 

45-60 

17% 

More than 60 

3% 

Age distribution 
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Occupation distribution 
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5. How much salary do you receive?  

The majority of the population has income between 10,001-20,000 Baht (30%) 

and less than 10,000 Baht (25%) 

 

6. What is your level of education? 

 The majority of the population (70%) graduated bachelor degree. 

 

Less than 

10,000 

25% 

10,001-20,000  

30% 20,001-

30,000  

15% 

30,001-40,000  

9% 

40,001-50,000  

7% 

More than 

50,000 

14% 

Salary (Baht) distribution 
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school/Vocationa

l certificate  
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vocational 
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Master degree 

and beyond  
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Analysis of the surveys in Appendix B: Public perception surveys 

*Numbered questions represent questions on the survey, followed by the collected 

data of each question. 

This section presents the demographic of the population, both offline and online, 

according to each question 

 

1. What is your gender? 

 

The majority of the population was 64% female and 36% male.   

 

2. What is your ethnicity? 

 

The majority of the population was 94% Thai and 6% Others.  

 

3. How old are you? 

 

The majority of the population is within the age range of 18-24 years old (30%) 

and 25-34 years old (21%). 
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4% 

18-24  

30% 

25-34  
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35-44  
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45-60  

19% 

More than 60  
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Age distribution 
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4. What is your occupation? 

 

 

The majority of the population is employed (59%), while 32% is student and 9% 

is retired or unoccupied   

 

5. How much salary do you receive? 

 The majority of the population has income between 10,001-20,000 Baht (25%) 

and less than  10,000 Baht (22%) 

Student  

32% 

state enterprises 

personnel  

2% 

Private 

company 

employee  

23% Civil Servant  

12% 

Personal business  

17% 

Retired/ 

unoccupied  

5% 

Others  

9% 

Occupation distribution 

 

Less than 

10,000  
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10,001-20,000  
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20,001-30,000  
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30,001-40,000  
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40,001-50,000  

8% 

More than 

50,000  

19% 

Did not specify 

3% 

Salary(Baht) distribution 
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6. Education 

 The majority of the population (60%) graduated bachelor degree. 
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Appendix E: Interview with Manager of Weaving Center 

Interviewee: Ms. Raveewan Khanadnid, the Manager of Haad Siew Weaving Center 

(a.k.a Suntree Weaving Center) at Sukhothai 

Interviewer: all team members 

Date of Interview: January 6, 2015 

Place of Interview: Haad Siew Weaving Center, Sukhothai 

 

*Questions are in normal font and answers are italicized. 

1. Can you give us an overview of the process of Paa Sin production? 

Aew Fai (อิว๊ฝ้าย) or seeding out is used to separate the cotton seed and flowers 

(ดอกฝ้าย) which were harvested the cotton plant. After this, the cotton seeds can then be 

used to grow more cotton plants. The next process is called Ying Fai (ยงิฝ้าย) or 

willowing, which is a procedure used to make the cotton more fluffy and equally 

distributed followed by Lom Fai(ลอ้มฝ้าย) or cotton rolling to make them into cylindrical 

rounds. Khen Fai (เข็นฝ้าย) or cotton spinning process, the most difficult step in the 

process where we have to learn in since when we were young, is the final step conducted 

to produce workable yarn. 

2. What can you tell us about the yarns produced? 

The cotton yarns have two colors which is white and brown. The yarns woven by 

hand can be easily noticed and distinct from the one made from the factory. Hand woven 

yarn are less popular and takes a longer time to produce. We have a limited amount of 

equipment for this step. 

3. Which part of the traditional yarn production process is the most difficult and 

problematic? 

The overall traditional process requires training to be proficient at it. The hardest 

part of the whole process is the Khen Fai (Cotton spinning) which is more complicated 

than the other processes and require training from a young age. It is also the process that 

takes the longest time to complete which comes with the health risk of back pain problem. 

Overall, the other procedures such as Aew Fai, Ying Fai, and Lom Fai is easily to do but 

are laborious. 

4. How do you buy your raw material? 

We order our cotton from factories which process cotton flowers into ready-made 

cotton at the ratio of 6:1 kg. The width of 19 inches cost 600 Baht and can be used to 
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make cloth that cost around 3,000 Baht. Currently, not enough people now grow the 

cotton plant as they moved to grow sugar cane instead. 

5. What can you describe about your dyeing process? 

White cotton yarns are can be dyed by natural and synthetic colors but we do not 

do that step by ourselves, we normally buy the industrial dyed yarns from the factories as 

we have some problem with dying the product by ourselves such as the smell it produces. 

It is hard to distinguish between synthetic and natural colors. The disadvantage of 

natural dyes is that the colors fade/distort more easily, are more expensive and takes a 

longer time to process while the advantage is that natural dyes may catch the 

environmentally and traditionally aware customers. It takes one day to complete the 

natural dyeing process. 

6. What can you tell us about the newer generations? 

The newer generations are not really interested and usually only learns that 

surface of the weaving process for example: my daughter knows how to weave but will 

not continue in this profession. The newer generations will not learn the harder 

techniques such as Aew cotton and Khen cotton and only learns the process of weaving 

such as Jok.  

7. Who are your shop customers? 

Most of our customers are adults with age of more than 30 years old as well as 

foreigners and tourists. Foreigners are interested in the textile and normally like to ask 

questions about the difference between the textile qualities. 

8. What made your product different from other places? 

Our unique selling points is the patterns, methods of weaving, and structures of 

our products. The shop sells different types of textiles from each others such as lower 

quality and higher quality Jok patterns. 

9. What can you tell us about the price and cost of making the product? 

In the past, the artisans received 600 to 800 Baht per fin (ฝืน) while received 400 

Baht per day for cutting sugar cane. Porcupine quills (ขนเม่น) are softer for joking but 

are hard to find as metal pieces for joking the textiles are easier to buy. Other designs for 

the product includes using the Paa Sin in bags and blankets. In the past around 30 years, 

Paa Sin Dteen Jok costs less than 1,000 Baht. Nowadays lower quality textile Jok Yok 

(จกยก) are more available to be sold, takes less than 3-4 days to finish and cost less than 

1000 Baht but the patterns are not continuous while higher quality Jok using porcupine 

quills (จกขนเม่น) can take months to finish and  cost around 4,000-5,000 Baht. When 

coming up with the price we consider the labour cost more than the raw material costs. 
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Appendix F: Interview with Villagers at Haad Soong 

Village 

Interviewee: Six villagers 

Interviewer: All team members 

Date of Interview: January 7, 2015 

Place of Interview: Haad Soong Village, Haad Siew subdistrict, Si Satchanalai district 

Sukhothai 

 

*Questions are in normal font and answers are italicized.   

1. What types of textiles do you weave?  

2. When do you usually weave?  

3. How long have you been weaving Thai textiles?  

4. Do you weave as a main job or side job? 

5. Do you buy or make your own cotton for weaving? 

6. Why did you choose not to weave the Paa Sin Dteen Jok?  

 

Villager A  

1. I normally weave the middle section of the Sin (Tua Sin). 

2. I weave during my free time. 

3. I started weaving since was a teenager (15 years old).  

4. My main job is agricultural farming. 

5. The yarns I that I usually use are from the market since I am only using synthetic 

yarns. 

6. I can weave Jok technique, but I dont like it sine takes a long time complete one 

piece. Now I only weave according to the customer’s order that I receive. 

 

Villager B 

1. I only weave blankets and I am the only one in the village who weaves this. 

2. All day when I am free because it is my only job. 

3. Since I was a teenager, now I am 80 years old. 

4. I have no main job. 

5. I only use synthetic cotton made from factories as natural cotton yarns are hard 

to find. 

6. Because I am the only one in the village who can weave blanks for the people 

here. 
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Villager C 

1. I weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok; both Tua Sin and Dteen Sin. 

2. All day because I do not have any job to do. 

3. Since I was young, I watched and learned it from my mother. 

4. This is my main job. But my husband is working for the state. I order synthetic 

cotton yarns from the factory. 

5. I weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok. 

 

Villager D 

1. I only weave Paa Yok (Brocade weaving technique) as Dteen Jok takes time. 

2. After finishing all the daily chores, I would weave. 

3. From when I was a child , my mother taught me. 

4. This is my only job and I dont want to make too much money from it.  

5. I buy industrial cotton yarns from the market since it is cheaper. 

6. I think that Paa Sin Dteen Jok is hard to weave and it takes a very long time to 

finish one piece, so it is not worth it. 

 

Villager E 

1. I weave the Yarm (bags) made by Paa Yok (Brocade weaving technique). 

2. During my free time when I am not doing my main job. 

3. I have been weaving since I was young , my mother taught me. 

4. I do this as a side job, my main job is the villages’ nurse. 

5. The cotton that I brought from the market are made from factories and are 

cheaper than by growing it myself. 

6. I do not weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok because I prefer to weave using Paa Yok since 

it is not as tiring. 

 

Villager F 

1. I used to weave the Thai sack, ‘Yarm’ but not anymore, only my daughters weave 

it. 

2. Not anymore since I am very old.   

3. I started weaving when I was very young. 

4. I used to weave as a hobby. 

5. My daughter buys them.  

6. I did not study how to weave it when I was young.  
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Appendix G: Interview with Head of the Haad Siew 

Weaving Center 

Interviewee: Mrs. Suntree Khanadnid, Head of the Haad Siew Weaving Center 

Interviewers: Chanintorn Chokchaijareonporn and Soravis Vibhagool 

Date of Interview: January 16, 2015 

Place of Interview: Lumpini Park, Bangkok 

 

*Questions are in normal font and answers are italicized. 

 

1. Does people know how Thai textiles are made? 

People nowadays do not know how Thai textiles are made and how complicated 

it is to make each one of them. Customers usually walk into the shop and moan about the 

relatively high price tags as they do not understand how much effort and time is needed 

to fabricate these textiles.Some customer didn’t understand why the price of Paa Sin 

Dteen Jokis too high. 

 

2. What are the problems of weaving Paa Sin Dteen Jok? 

It is hard to weave and takes long time for one piece of Paa Sin Dteen Jok to be 

fabricated. 

 

3. What has the government done to help stimulate? 

The government already supported Paa Sin Dteen Jok by sending local student to 

her shop to learn how to weave but after finished the course the student did not continue 

on weaving. The government already had created a walk in tour and booth in festival. 

They can sell a lot of products via the booth in festival. Last 10 years, there were more 

weavers who weave Paa Sin Dteen Jok because the government gave the money to them 

to weave it, therefore there are more product of Paa Sin Dteen Jok but lack of buyers. 
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Appendix H: Interview at Tourism Festival 2015 

Interviewee: Mrs. Suntree Khanadnid, Ms. Raveewan Khanadnid, Mrs. Thong Yoi, and  

         Mrs. Noi 
 

Interviewer: Chutikarn Thichinphong 

Date of Interview: January 18, 2015 

Place of Interview: Lumpini park, Bangkok 

 

*Questions are in normal font and answers are italicized. 
 

1. What do you do on production process of Paa Sin Dteen Jok? 

Mrs. Thong Yoi: I have been doing the spinning process for more than fifty years 

since I was fifteen years old. This process is very difficult so there are only me who can 

do it. Although some people think that Jok weaving process is hard, actually Jok weaving 

is easier to do as the weaver can use a piece of completed textile as an example to easily 

copy the existing patterns onto the new piece. 

 

2.  Is this your main job? How much you get? 

Mrs. Noi: This is not my main job, my main job is farming which harvest only 

once a year, so during my free time I weave on order for a shop. I can freely weave at 

home as I weave according to the orders from the shop. One piece of cloth is about 2200 

Baht. Nowadays, there are less people who still weave as the main job because most of 

them have an actual job and get paid every month. It is not like in the past that people did 

the farming and after their work, they did the weaving which it only get 300 Baht for one 

piece of cloth. But if we weave for the shop, we will get money more than we sell to direct 

customer. At Suntree shop, there is a demonstration of the traditional production process 

and has lessons for people who interest in weaving, but not much people who can endure 

with it. Some people can weave some as their parents are still weaving. Suntree shop is 

selling only local ancient cloths not like Sathorn shop that selling many kinds of cloths. 

Most of Paa Sin Dteen Jok are from Baan Mai and Pa Pai. At Baan Haad Soong are 

doing the local textile not many in Dteen Jok. 

 

3. How about the yarn, is it handmade or machine-made? 

Mrs. Noi: Nowadays, there are less people who can do the hand cotton spinning. 

Therefore, the shop orders the 100% cotton yarn from factory, which is quite expensive. 

In this shop also use rayon yarn, which is softer than 100% cotton. Another yarn is toray 

yarn which it shinier than rayon yarn but the shop does not usually accept it because it is 

not look ancient. There are nine popular patterns for Paa Sin Dteen Jok, Haad Siew 
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which are Kluer-Noi (เครอืนอ้ย), Kluer-Klang (เครอืกลาง), Kluer-Yai (เครอืใหญ)่, Mon-Sib-

Hok (มนสบิหก), Sib-Song-Nuay-Tad (สบิสองหน่วยตดั), Paad-Khor (แปดขอ), Sii-Khor (สี่
ขอ), Naam-Ang (น า้อา่ง), and Song-Thong (สองทอ้ง). 

 

4. Do you think your shop is lacking in marketing? 

Ms. Raveewan: I do not think we lack of marketing, the reason why the team 

thought that we lack because they only went to the shop in Sukhothai and less customers 

come and buy, but actually if there is an event to show and sell our products there will be 

more customers. Most of these event are supported by government such as Thailand 

Tourism festival and Kaset trade fair. 

 

5. How do they different between a porcupine quill stick and a steel stick? 

Mrs. Suntree: Using steel stick to weave silk Paa Sin is easier than using a 

porcupine quill, while cotton weaving mostly uses porcupine quill. 
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Appendix I: Interview with a product designer for The 

Queen Sirikit Department of Sericulture 

Interviewee: Ms. Phraeva Rujinarong, a product designer for The Queen Sirikit 

Department of Sericulture (กรมหม่อนไหม) 

Interviewer: Chanintorn Chokchaijaroenporn, and Pakorn Ruengrattanatrai 

Date of Interview: January 26, 2015                                                                                                     

Place of Interview: Chamchuri square, Bangkok 

 

*Questions are in normal font and answers are italicized. 

1. What are the factors affect on a customers’ choice between mill-spun cotton and hand-

spun cotton? 

There are different types of customers. The customers of handcrafted cotton care 

more about the quality and the cultural wisdom of the piece, but customers of mill-spun 

cotton care more on designs, beauty and the prices. 

For me, I would like to buy the handcrafted cotton one because I just had a trip to 

observe the traditional weaving community which taught me  how delicate the traditional 

cotton making process is. However, for the people who have never understood those 

process they normally based their decision on the price of the  textile. So, I think the team 

has to educate them to be aware on the process, the history of those textiles and culture 

of of Paa Sin Dteen Jok. Moreover, the limited price of handcrafted cotton that I can 

handle is up to 50,000 Baht. My preference does not depend on the physically beauty of 

the textiles but depend on the history and the story within those textiles. If I have higher 

salary, I will buy higher price textile for sure. 

2. Why is the price of each textile different? 

The price depends on the quality, size and types of the textiles. The problem is 

that the artisans do not know how to set their product prices, they also do not charge on 

their labor and time used in order to make those textiles. Ideally, the price of traditional 

handcrafted textiles should be many times higher than the industrial made. 

3. Are there any problems with the cotton yarns? 

From my perspective, there are two main problems on cotton yarns. The first 

problem is on the availability of cotton as raw material. Since there are currently few 

cotton farms in Thailand, the less cotton yarns will be produced for making traditional 

textiles. The second problem is from the preference of the textile exporters. Most of them 

prefer to use mill-spun cotton yarns to make their textiles because mill-spun cotton yarns 
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from these factories are certified by certain standards which will ease their exporting 

affair at the country of destination. Also, using raw materials that are guaranteed with 

such standards, producer can charge higher price on their product 

4. Do you have any suggestions for us to identify the root cause of the problems? 

I think the team can do a questionnaire survey to find out on the awareness on 

Thai textiles for general public from different places such as at the events or fairs, JJ 

market, The Old Siam Plaza etc. Moreover, the sample of surveys should be from several 

ages and the preference on patterns, colors, techniques, functions, and price can be 

asked on surveys. 
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Appendix J: Interview with Fai Kram Shop owner 

Interviewee: Fai Kram shop owner (does not wish to provide his name) 

Interviewer: Chanintorn Chokchaijaroenporn 

Date of Interview: 31 January, 2015 

Place of Interview: The Old Siam Plaza, Bangkok 

 

*Questions are in normal font and answers are italicized. 

1. Can the general customers identify if the textile is made from hand-spun cotton yarn 

or mill-spun cotton yarn? 

The general customers usually cannot identify which piece of textiles is made 

from hand-spun cotton yarn, but they will mostly ask for advices if they specifically 

wanted the textile which is composed of hand-spun cotton yarn. 

2. Are the textiles in your shop naturally dyed? 

We have both synthetic and natural dyed textiles. However, the natural dyed 

textiles are more expensive than synthetic dyed which is because of the making process.  

3. How much does it cost for the natural dyed textiles? 

It costs around 700-1,000 Baht per meter. Normally, the price of natural dyed will 

be twice of chemical dyed because the natural dyeing process is quite complicated. 

4. Between natural and synthetic dyed textiles, which is more popular for the customers? 

Actually it depends on their purchasing power, if they can afford the natural dyed 

textiles, they will go for it. 

5. Does your shop have Paa Sin which is made from hand-spun cotton yarn? 

My shop does not have hand-spun yarns, I have only mill-spun yarns. Moreover, 

the hand-spun their yarns are rougher, usually thicker and have some lumps which is 

noticeable. 

6. Is hand-spun textile more expensive than mill-spun textile? 

The hand-spun textile is a little more expensive, but it really depends on personal 

preference. If there is high demand, the price would go up. It is all about the trend. There 

are some groups of people who prefer this kind of textile. 

7. So the price really depends on the popularity? 

Yes. For example, ‘Paa Yok Nakhon’ or brocade textile is very expensive because 

it is popular. 
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8. Where do you get the cotton-made textiles? Are they from Sukhothai? 

I got it from many places, such as Nongbualamphu and Udonthani but I do not 

have any from Sukhothai. My products are from the Northeast of Thailand, but there are 

some pieces that have similar patterns to that of Sukhothai’s. 

9. Do people make bargains when they buy your products? 

Sometimes they do, but some people are okay with the price because they know 

how delicate the textiles are made. Unfortunately, not many people weave these days 

because they think they will earn more if they do other things for their livings.  
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Appendix K: Interview with a Thai textiles expert at Queen 

Sirikit Museum of Textiles 

Interviewee: Mr. Wittawat Ketmai, Museum Event Staff 

Interviewer: Chanintorn Chokchaijaroenporn, Nattanan Nakthong, and Soravis  

         Vibhagool 

Date of Interview: February 10, 2015 

Place of Interview: Queen Sirikit Museum of Textiles, Bangkok  

 

1. Can you tell us about Paa Sin Dteen Jok?                                                                                         

Paa Jok is a tradition from the Chiang Saen people, who migrated Southward 

from Chiang Mai. Jok technique from Haad Siew involves the artisan performing the 

patterns creation from the back of the textile.  

2. What is the SUPPORT? 

SUPPORT is The Foundation of the Promotion of Supplementary Occupations 

and Related Techniques of Her Majesty Queen Sirikit of Thailand.  

3. How does SUPPORT help or assist the cotton textiles market? 

SUPPORT does not work on cotton market field, we have been helping only the 

silk market while concentrating on products sold to the middle and wealthy population 

class. They have shown their support in different ways for example, SUPPORT has 

created a fashion show by giving famous designer Thai textiles to redesign, SUPPORT 

also educates the villagers on choosing the colors to be dyed because most of them do not 

know the suitable colors to match the demands of the market. Moreover, SUPPORT also 

suggests the villager to increase the size of the textile’s loom to decrease the amount of 

suture which decrease the amount of yarns used to make the product. 

4. What is the main problem that cause the lost in popularity of Paa Sin Dteen Jok in 

some place like Jok Haad Siew and Jok Kru Bua of Ratchaburi province? 

I think the main problem comes from that the new generation lacks interest in this 

field. Majority of them have the mindset that because they think that they have graduated 

bachelor degree, why should they be weaving textiles instead of getting a well-recognized 

job with financial securities.  
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5. Do you think nowadays people are still doing the traditional cotton/silk yarn 

preparation process? 

Nowadays, there are less people who do the cotton/silk preparation process. They 

are trying to skip the process that is time consuming and promotes health issues such as 

backache. So, they tend buy the read-to-use industrial dyed cotton and silk yarn from 

factories.  

There is a special yarn called ‘The Royal Silk’ (ไหมหลวง ). It is the name of the 

silk and program which was designed to help the locals by providing jobs and also 

educate them to preserve traditional production process. Her Majesty Queen Sirikit has 

proposed a plan on purchasing farms for locals to plant mulberry, food for silkworms. 

Later, after getting the silk as the product, they are transferred to The Support Arts and 

Crafts International Centre of Thailand and distribute to the weavers. 

6. Do you think using facilitating device would help artisans in the production process is 

a good idea? 

Due to the modernization, technology has become an alternative way to make 

people life easier, so there are many people who invent the labor saving or facilitating 

devices to help artisans in the production process such as the cotton spinning device, or 

ginning device. In my opinion, I believe that using such devices, their products would still 

be considered as handmade products. Therefore, using these devices can bring the 

benefits on the convenience and decrease number of health issues for the artisans. 

7. Are there any difference on the price between 100% handcrafted and non-handcrafted 

textiles? 

The price of 100% handcrafted product is more expensive by approximately 2-3 

times. For me, I think 100% handcrafted products have its own value and in the future 

the price will be higher than now for sure, especially if a trend is made. Furthermore, I 

think that Thai people do not care much on how genuinely handcrafted a particular piece 

of textile is, they seem to care more on supporting the local people and the local 

economy. With foreigners, however, tend to care more about the authenticity of the 

handcrafted textiles. 
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Appendix L: Summative teamwork assessment 

During the three months that we had been working toward the assigned 

Interactive Social and Science Project, there were many experiences, struggles, laughter 

and tears that the seven of us have shared together. It was surely counted as one of the 

remarkable memories of our time as a Chulalongkorn University student. Importantly, we 

have gained valuable knowledge and skills from working in our particular subject. As we 

are students studying in a science major, we did not expect become experts on traditional 

textiles. Completing this project allowed us to know more about Thai culture and the 

importance to preserve it. We also got several chances to practice methods of 

communication with people through telephone conferences, interviews, and surveys. 

 

There are some challenges that the team had met with during our work throughout 

the project. Right at the beginning, the team struggled to meet expectations of our 

advisors and of the course as a whole. It was a depressing and dispiriting moment but our 

team manages to get through the ordeal. Throughout those few weeks, we had been 

consoling and motivating each other while setting short goals for ourselves to tackle. We 

soon picked up the paces and gradually improved as a team.  

 

We realized each other’s strengths and weaknesses through our experience 

working together during the course. Having team work hours on an average of more than 

eight hours daily sure has brought us closer than ever. We agreed that as the weeks gone 

by, we felt more comfortable working and communicating together due to the 

relationship that we have developed during the given time. This unconsciously assisted us 

during the delegation of assignments, tasks and responsibilities. Being so, the team was 

able to excel even more swiftly. From that, we came to a conclusion on the fundamental 

strength of our team which is that we do not easily yield as we are willing to do just about 

anything within our capabilities, or perhaps beyond, to attain the optimal outcomes.  

 


